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AN ANALYSIS OF THE LCO ANGELES
FiRE DEPARMIENT OPERATIONS DURING WATTS

George Warheit
and

E. L. Quarantelli

Abstract

This monograph examines in a sociological framework the
operations of the Los Angeles Fire Department during the
civil disturbimce -- the so-called Watts riot -- in August
1965. The focus of the monograph is on one major type of
collective response, that manifested by complex or formal
organizations with bureaucratic structures. Three major
components of the Lrs Angeles Fire Department are examined
and it is shown how the structure and functioning of the
organization was altered during the disturbance. Attention
is given to modifications in administrative decision-,ma'-ing
procedures, the handling of tasks, and the patterns of
communication within the organization. The authors indicate
how the larger community context and organizational relation-
ships of the department probably affected its overall response
to the crisis.
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PREFACD

Some of the monographs in the series publiahed by the Disaster
Research Center (DRC) present theoretical discussins of organiza-
tional responses to commulnity crises. Others of the monographs deal
with general topics such as warning problems in large-scale emtrgen-
cies. Still others in the series are primarily descriptive --.counts
of snecific disasters. This particular monograph reports yet another
kind of research undertaking. It is a case study of one specific
complex organization in a particular kind of oommunity strest,
situation.

The monograph examines in a sociological frameworK the
operations of the Los Angeles Fire Department during the civil dis-
turbance -- the so-called Watts riot -- in August 1965. However,
an attempt is made to go beyond the details of a single case study.
An effort is made co set the description and analysis in a larger
context by first descri',in& different kinds of organized responses
'to disruptions of commvnity life. The difference between a consen-
ius type of crisis as seen in natural disastert, ind a conflict or
dissensus kind of emergency such as is manifest in civil distu•b-
ances, is noted. The focus of the monograph is then concentrated on
one major type of collective response, that manifested by complex or
formal organizations with bureaucratic structures. More specifically.
three major components of the Los Angeles Fire Department are examined
and it is shown hrw tne stvucture and functioning of that organization
was altered during the distu-hanLes. Considerable attention is given
to modifications in adainistrative decision-making procedures, the
handling of tasks, end the patterns of communication within the
organization. In conctubion it is Indicated how the larger con=,•ity
context and organizitional relationships oi the department probably
affected its overall response to the crisis.

One implication of this study is that while all community
emergencies have many features in common, there are also certain
important differences between majcr types of emergencies. For exam-
ple, it is clear from this particular case study that the Los Angeles
Fire Department had difficulty functioning during the civil dtoturb-
ances chiefly because of the disturbances per se. and not beccust of
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the numbe;r, frequency, nature, or distribution of the fires in Los
Angeies over a giver, teriod of tine. The conflict or dissonsue
situation created particular demands that pressed upon capabilities
and Lindered the deparcment in making fully appropriate adjustments
and achieving a totally adequate response. Ir ese kinds of dmamds
would not have existed in a consensus type of crisis. Consequently,
a similar number, distributlon, etc., of fires in a natural 4isaster
could probably •u haiadled with less modification of regular proce-
dures and relatively fewer problems.

On the other !..and, this case study also suggests that in a
far more massive type of community emergency such as might be engen-
dared by a nuclear bombing the Los Angeles Firn Departmnt would
probably be overwhelmed. If the organization could not operate as
effectively as was desirable in a nmch less serious emergency situa-
tion, it seems unlikely that the tremendous deaands of a nuclear
holocaust would be more adequately handled. This ceresinly would
be true given existing "'esources and plans. Likewise, given the
,,-'act that tL•e Los Angeles Fire Department is one of the better
organized and most highly experienced org3nizations in the country
in dealing witi large-scale fire emergencies, it seems reasonable
to sv!pose other d2partmenta could be exptcted to be faced with
demandas that would go far beyond their current capabilities.

Russell k. Dynes
E. L. Quarantalli
Co-Directors
Disaster Research Center
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION" ORGANIZATIONS UNDER STRESS

The major objective of this monograph is to analyze a complex organize-
tion under stress. The organization utilized for this purpose is th* Los
Angeles Fire Department. The period of stress occurred during the disturb-
ances in southcentral and southeastern Los Angeles, California, during August
1965.

The organization selected for case study Is just one example of a r,-r-
ticular tM of organization. We are dialing only with fire departments, .nfd
large ones at that. M4oreover, this type of organization is but one of at
least four different classes of organized groups that get involved in commnity
stress situations. In this particular instance, we are focused on a complex
organization, not an expanding, extending, or emergent group. Comuunities,
furthermore, may be affected by different kinds of crises. The emergency here
was a civil disorder, not a natural disaster.

Nevertheless, there are certain common aspects which cut across all
these possible variations and allow ut to go beyond the simple description of
a specific organization in a particular historical setting. The coummnity
context within which the Los Angeles Fire Department is later analyzed has
many distinguishing, if not unique, characteristics. It shares, however, one
overriding similarity with all communities -- both in the United States and
atroad -- in that it possesses certain problem-solving organizational mecha-
nisms. These social mechanisms are brought to bear on major stress situations
regardlesa of their origin or nature. While large-scale emergencies and the
communitie-s within which they occur may differ along particular lines, they
also share certain similarities. For example, all extensive crises have a
disruptive effect on the social structure of the community within which they
develop. 1 By the same token, all communities have certain organizations within
them by which they attempt to deal effectively with emergency situations.
These two facts have served as the guiding principles for this study, and much
of the remainder of this chapter will set forth in more detail some of their
implications,

Community Organization for Emergency

Each year many communities in the United States, and in the rest of
the world as well, are confronted with large-scale crises, including natural
disasters such as tornadoes, earthquakes, floods, etc., as well as dissensus
situations such as mob violence and civil disturbances. These two types of
emergencies diffe: in some respects. 2 There is generally a widespread con-
sensus among community members regarding natural disasters -- they are seen as
being undesirable and should be combated by the entire community. Dissensus
situations, on the other hand, clearly indicate a difference of opinion among



commtity members. Thus, one type emergency is met by an almost unanimous
consensus; the other reflects fundamental differeaces which result in comwun-
ity conflict.

Nonetheless, the two kinds of crises lend themselves to a similar kind
of an,.lysis. 3 As noted earlier, all types of widespread emergency situations
have disruptive effects on community structures. Thib i'onograph will focus
on an exasple of this basic disruption and on the relatively unplanned and un-
anticipated cha&-ges in one organization heavily involved !.n the overall com-
umity response.

There are a number of dimensions to the aforementioned disruption. 4

iirst, it can be expected that organizations within the community may lose
some of their material and personnel resources, that their capabilities will
be reduced. Moreover, it can be anticipated that many of the organizations
within the community will have to face new tasks such as handling the injured
and the dead; restoring public facilities; providing food, shelter, and cloth-
ing for victims; and so on. Demands on organizations during crises may dif-
fer both in degree and kind when compared with the pre-emergency setting. It
is likely that community relations which have developed over a long period of
time may be shattered or become difficult to implement since communication
with others becomes probl'emati.c, if n•..t impossible. For many, the knowledge
of what is "real" becomes uncertain. in short, the emergency has widespread
social consequences in that it tends to create a disruption in the traditional
social relationships in the community.

This disruption of social relationships within a community may be es-
pecially accentuated during civil disorders where a deep dissensus is being
given manifest form. In almost all n~tural disasters, the individual members
of the community tend to act cooperatively in warning of danger, in the admin-
istration of first aid, the salvaging of personal possessions, the restor-
ation of community services, and so on. This is not true in dissensus sit-
uations.

In attempting to understand the response of a conmunity, its members
and organizations, to a large-scale emergency or disaster, it is helpfui to
see the comntanity, even in its pre-crisis state, as a problem-solving entity.
While the initial respoase of a community to a crisis usually comes from in-
dividuals, it is the network of organizations within thn community which
bears the major burden of emergency action. 5 The resources of individuals,
even large numbers of them, are insufficient to cope with the dimensions of a
major disaster or dissens.s situation. Thus the community is not only the
si'e of the disruption, it is also the locus of collective activity which at-
tempts to overcome this disruption. This is understandable when one recog-
nizes the community as a problem-solving entity. The community, when \iewed
in this light, can be seen possessing patterned social relationships which
have developed around problems which have been faced on a routine, regular-
ized basis. This meeting of problems over a period of years leaves a residue
of sentiment, knowled e, and organization within communities which can guide
them asi they face rew disruptions as occasioned by major emergencies.



The problem-solving functions of communities generally reside within
specific organizations. A factory, for example, is organized around "solving"
the problems associated with the production of goods. Schools are organized
to deal with problems associated with education. Hospitals, clinics, emer-
gency rooms, first-aid stations, are organized to handle the day-to-day med-
ical problems which exist within the community. While many of the organi-
zations are concerned with "private" problems which must be solved, other or-
ganizations are concerned with public problcms which affect many members of
the community.

Not all organizations become equally involved in a given community's
response to an emergency situation. Generally, those organizations with pri-
vate concerns are much less likely to become actively involved in the commun-
ity's emergency response than are those organizations expressly created to
serve the public interest. For example, the personnel of a manufacturing
plant are not expected to become involved in fighting a general alarm fire.
Fire department personnel, contrariwise, are expected to protect the entire
community from fire. Moreover, (-ganizations differ in their possession of
what might be called emergency re. •urces. Using the pievious example, fire
departments have personnel and material resources such as trucks, ladders,
hoses, pumps, etc., with which to combat blazes and fires. A manufacturing
firm in most instances possesses neither trained personnel nor equipment ade-
quate to meet even a modest fire.

Thus, for our purposes, one can ciassify organizations in a community
by use of two descriptive variables, the degree of community orientation and
the possession of community resources. These two variables can be arranged
in four different combinations (table 1). First, and most important for this
case study are those which are ustially identified as being community emer-
gency organizations. These possess both a community orientation and emer-
gency resources. In certain circumstances it is possible for other kinds of
organizations to become involved in coping with community stress situations.
These organizations may possess a conmmunity orientation but have few if any
emergency resources. A church group, for example, may become active in the
collectfo, and distributioa of clothing. Too, other organizations which pos-
sess resourczs which can be used in an emergency may become involved. A pri-
vate contractor, for instance, may have heavy duty cranes which can serve
vitally useful functions during a disaster period. Finally, there are many
organizations in most communities which have a private orientation and which
possess no emergency resources. These organtzations Are rarely involved and
often cease operations within '-he community during the crisis period.

It is in the relationships among these various types of organizations
that community stress is most evident following the impact of a stress agent.
Coirwunity stress results largely from the fact that the customary relation-
ships among these various types of organizations are disrupted. Many organ-
ization3 are "forced" to accept new tasks or to adapt existing patterns to
the increased demands of the emergency period. In effect, one can account
for the emergence of nuch community stress by seeing it as the result of a
disrupting agent, which produces unplanned and unanticipdted changes in the
cotnunity0's patterned organizational structure.



TABLE 1

TYPES OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Organizational Characteristics

Description Examples Community Emergency

Orientation Resources

Community Emergency Police, Fire, + +
Organizations Red Cross, etc.

Welfare, Religious,
Community Relevant and Service +

Organizations Organizations

Contractor Unit with
Emergency Relevant Heavy Equipment, +

Organizations Department Store
with Trucks

Luxury Retail Stores,
Nonrelevant Entertainment

Organizations Organizations
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This occurs since /1) the community emergency organizations are pushed

beyond their capabilities and, because of this, they ro.'st supplement their

capabilities with added resources, including personnel, which changes the
nature of the organizations; (2) other organizations, either extracommunity
or supportive, must assume unusual activities and functions during the emer-
gency period; which creates (3) the necessity for new patterns of coordination
and control among the involved organizations.

Perhaps this conceptualization of community stress comes closer to what
was mentioned earlier as the "disruption of the social structure." The commu-
nity emergency organizations, either because of their specific legal responsi-
bility or because of traditional community expectations, can no longer fulfill
these expectations. This may necessitate the addition of resources which
modify their organizational structures. In addition tr(, this type of supple-
mentation, organizations often find themselves involvw. with unfamiliar tasks
and activities. The patterns cf coordination and control among co'.munity
service organizations developed prior to the event, or evenn specific disaster
or emergency planning becomes of limited value since the activities of various
organizations have now shifted. This is .ccentuated if noncommunity emergency
organizati.ns enter the picture. This means that earlier arratgements which
served as the basis of coordination can no longer be used since there are n~ow
new elements in the community system tc be coordinated. These new patterns
of coordination have to be developed when organizations are coping with great
demands or are assuming new and unfamiliar tasks.

Types of Organized Responses in Community CriceL

Nct only is there a particular paL'ern of community organization, there
is a differential collective response in actual emergency periods. During
these periods groups carry out certain tasks, some of which may be old, rou-
tine, and established; or instead, they may be new or unusual ones for the
groups involved. For example, when a police department controls traffic, a
fire department fights fires, a radio station transmits the news, or a hospi-
tal treats the injured, they are performing tasks normally associated with
them. On he other hand, the nonregular or newly created nature of tasks can
be seen ii, situations where a National Guard battalion is charged with the
responsibility 1or prov•ding water for a co,-iiurnity, an *--r-uain Legion pout
begins to shelter evacuees, or nuns from a parochial school sort and distrib-
ute donated clothing fi:-. a relief center. Thus, in addition to classifying
organizations on the basis of private and puLlic orientation with or without
emergency resources, one can further classkiy them as performing routine or
emergent tasks.

One can fturther disting, 1sh between groups on the basis of their organ-
izational structures -- as having either established or emergent structures.
Organi7ations or groups with establishied structures are those in which the
members have explicit pre-einerý,enc\ social relationships with one another,
especially in their work activiti.s. These organizations may be highly bureau-
cratic in form, such as a fire departnwnt, or tCey may be much less formal in



nature as in a VFW post. This distinction, however, is not the important one.
More crucial is the existence of the organization as an entity prior to the
emergency. Established organizations with a pre-emergency existence have some-
what similar work relationships in emergency perio,•-. Thus, off-duty members
of a city fire department recalled during an emergency period would normilly
have had work relationships prior to the emergency. These relationships are
then more or less maintained as the organization engages in established or
emergent tasks during the community crisis. In short, there is a carry-over
of the pre-crisis social bonds into the work activity generated by the dis.,
rupting event.

On the other hand, a new group structure may develop or come into being
during the emergency. Such groups may emerge from a small pre-crisis core or
they may involve the crystallization of some totally new entity. The crucial
feature is that they have no actual pre-emergency existence, at least in the
form they assume during the crisis. An example of this type organization
might be a local Red Cross chapter whose small core of professional personnel
provides the nucleus for large numbers of volunteers who undertake most of the
group's work. Another example which defines more clearly the emergent quality
of these groups would bi those associated with search-and-rescue operations
following major emergencies. These groups typically emerge in the immediate
postdisaster emergency period and usually disappear as the commiunity's organi-
zational response quickens and the search-and-rescue stage is passed.

The particular types 6 of organized oehavior that appear in the immediate
postemergency period are depicted in table 2.

TABLE 2

TYPES OF ORGANIZED BEHAVIOR IN CRISES

Tasks
Structure

Regular Nonregular

Old Type I (Established) Type III (Extending)

New Type II (Expanding) Type IV (Emergent)

Type I organizations are those established to carry out regular tasks.
This type is exemplified by the official members of a city fire department
extinguishing fires after an earthquake has struck a community. Art example of
this kind of organization is, of course, what is later described and analyzed
in this monograph.

Type II organizations are those 4tth exparling structure'- that are
assigned regular tasks. Most frequently these organizations are the result of
pre-disaster community planning. These organizations exist on "paper," with
but a smaUl core of professionals prior to the disaster event. This type



organization could be characterized by Red Cross volunteers operating a shelter
following a hurricane, with supervisory assistance being offered by the perma-
nent staff officials of the local Red Cross chapter.

Type III organizations are those which undertake nonregular tasks. An
example of an extending organization would be a private construction company
utilizing its men and equipment 'o dig through debris during rescue operations
following a tornado.

Type IV groups or organizations are those with emergent structures.
These groups largely cope with nonregular tasks. An example of such a group
would be an ad hoc group made up of the city engineer, county Civil Defense
director, a local representative of the state highway department, and a colonel
from the Corps of Engineers who coordinate the overall community response
during a flood.

Viewing these various types in the context of the above discussion of
community organizations, Types I and II ar3 clearly community emergency organi-
zations. Type I organizations have both a community orientation and manifest
emergency resources. Type II organizations have a community orientation and
latent emergency resources. Type III organizations most typically come from
among those organizations which have a community orientation but lack emergency
resource3 relevant for the community in its crisis state. Type III organiza-
tions are not "expected" to become involved in the community's emergency
response buL, nonetheless, they "extend" their organizational activities in

* the emergency social system. Type TV groups are mich less formalized since
they are clearly emergent in nature. Their activities, while less discernible
than the other types are, nonetheless, patterned and observable. The groups
emerge during emergency periods and arise largely from within the vortex
created by intersections of the community's formal and informal emergency
response. These organization3 and groups, then, constitute the range of

organized activity within the cormunity as it attempts to cope witth the dis-
rupting influences of a major emergency.

Type I Organizations

In this monograph, attertion will be on a Type I or established organi-
zation, the Los Angeles Fire Department As can be gathered from the discus-
siua above, such an organization is larg!iy the creatic• of a commanity in
anticipation of emergency events. As auch, they possess both a community
orientation and emergency resources. Type I organizations are inevitably
involved in any community emergency. There is a public expectation that they
will become involved. As a result of this expectation, they are automatically
notified of crisis situations necessitating the involvement of their resources.
Moreover, there are organizational expectations of involvement, either on the
basts of previous activity or by the definition of the emergency relevance of
the organizatioo. Because these organizations aie structured to respond to
emergency situations, they usually mobilize quickly. Type I organizations
usually have built-in mechanisms for assessing the demands which will be made
on them and at the same time certain more or less standard procedures for in-
creatsing theýr organizationa:l cý.pahillties, e.g., the recall of off-duty
personnel, the activation of res rve apparatus, and so on.

-7-



Type I groups are those typically desi nated in sociology as complex
organizations with a bureaucratic structure. Perhaps paramilitary organiza-
tions such as police and fire departments best exemplify them. However, public
utility companies, general hospitals and many city government agencies are, in
varying degrees, organizations of this type. In pre-crisis situations, these
complex groups have a fairly clear-cut line of authority, specific tasks,
designated channels of cornvnnication, and explicit decision-makiaig roles.

As will be pointed out in some detail later, Type I organizations such
as fire departments attempt to adhere to regular activities as much as possible
even during major community emergencies. In some respects there is relatively
little change itn the behavior of these organizations. Typical, for example,
is the effort in an emergency to confine themselves to traditional tasks. When
organizations such as police and fire departments are forced by unusual circum-
stances to engage in some nonregular tasks, there is an effort to revert back
as quickly as possible to their regular responsibilities. Whether intended or
not, such restriction of activity has the consequence of helping prevent crisis
demands on Type I organizations from outstripping their response capabilities.

The statement that Type I organizations seem to change relatively little
during an emergency perhaps needs to be qualified by saying that there appears
to be lictle change in that the regularly employed personnel continue to
undertake the regular tasks of the orgarization. Nevertheless, in an emergency
there often occurs in these groups varying kinds of internal structural rear-
rangements. Decision making, for example, tends to occur at lower levels in
the hierarchy than is normally the case. Hol~ever, whatever the internal
changes and conditions responsible for them, they seem to permit Type I organ-
izations to function approximately in the same way in both the pre-crisis and
emergency periods. Within the context of the community as a problem-solving
entity, one can say that when the demands created by an emergency can be
handled by Type I organizations, the activating event can be treated as only
a localized community emergency.

The opening paragraph of this chapter suggests that the major objective
of this monograph is to analyze a complex organization under stress. While
much of the above discussion of Type I organizations has touched on what is
maeant by e complex organization, a ,ore explicit definition in urder before
proceeding further. For the purpose of this monograph, a complex orgal.izatlon
is defined as one with a relatively permanent and relatively discernible
interaction system. 8  This definition emphasizes three major elements. First,
complex organizations are ccnceived of ae discernible interaction systems,
that is, they are systems of stable relationships or interAction patterns
which carn be observed over prolonged periods of time occurring between incum-
bents in an organization. Secondly, the system )f interaction ts relatively
complex, both horizontally and vertically; and thirdly, the Interaction system
is relatively permanent, i.e., it exists over an extended period of time.

The emergence, developmen't, and persistence of these stable relationships
and patterns can be attributed in large measure to the normative structure of
the organization. This structure conslba largely of those various social

-8"



norms which define how classes of persons ought to behave in specific situa-
tions; they apply to categories of people. In addition to the various norms
which apply generally to categories of persons in social situations, organiza-
tions develop certain norms of their own. These norms define the expected
behavior of the various incumbents in organizational positions. Norms at
both levels are reinforced through the application of sanctions of both a
positive and negative nature.

Organizational structures are the product of other factors as well. The
of themselves, sufficient to expljin the recurrence of certain organizational

patterns. Haas 9 suggests that organizational structures result also from what
he calls the interpersonal structure. In brief, he implies that as persons
interact over time within the context of the organization they develop sets
of stable person-to-person expectations. These expectations are not neces-
sarily related to the positions in which persons interact. Instead, they are
a function of the relationships that exist between persons an persons. Thus,
one must understand both the normative and the interpersonal structures of an
organization in order to fully understand it as an interaction system of stable
relationships which exist over prolonged periods of time. This is true irre-
spective of whether the interest is in the study of crganizations under stress
or nonstress situations.

Now that a complex organization has been more explicitly defined, an
explanation of what is meant by organizational stress is in order. In this
monograph, when the terw organizational stress is used it implieG an organi-
zational state or condition when the demands being made on an organization
exceed its capability of response. The concept assumes that under routine,
nonemergency circumstances there is a state of relative equilibriua& in the
organization -- a dynamic equilibrium between the demands being made and the
capabilities of organizational response. 1 0

It is helpful to view organizational stress as existing along a con-
tinuum with the degree of stress being determined by: (1) an increase in
organizational demands, (2) a decrease in the organization's capabilities,
and/or (3) a combination of the two.

Drabek points out that a maximum stress Situation initially produced
by a crisis could be characterized in the following way:

1. Change in the demands made on t!,e organization.
A Quantity

1) Sharp increase.
2) increase is utanticipated.
Priority
1l Consequences of organizational action threaten central

values of orgauization or society, i.e., organizational
actions are viewed with increa.sed seriousness.

2) I1nvedile or i,,tniation.tI action is required.



C. QualiLative Changes
1) Demands previously met, but not currently being met, are

being made on the organization.
2) Now demands not previously made on the orZanization a-e

made and temporarily accepted by the orgav.zation.

II. Change in Organizational Capability
A. Intraorganizational

1) Absence of personiel, especially key personnel.
2) Absence of important equipment, naterial or buildings.
3) Absronce of crucial information or records.

B. Extraorganizational
I) Absence of personnel, especially key personnel.
2) Absence of important equipment, material or buildings.
3) Absence of crucial information or records. 1 1

We shall subsequently see that many of these conditions prevailed in the
crisis situation in which our organization under stress operated.

Since a later chapter of this monograph will deal with the specific
organizational characteristics of the Los Angeles Fire Department, they will
not be eiscussed here. It is important to note at th4s time, however, those
sections within the organization which will form the foci of analysis: admin-
istration, fire suppression, and communications. While these three sections
are not completely separate in reality, inasmuch aa they are highly inter-
dependent and interrelated, efforts will be made to isolate them in order to
faciltitate their analysis. Administrative acts will be considered as those
which emanate from organizational incumbents who hold the rank of deputy chief
or higher. The fire suppression analysis will concentrate on tne activities
of the fire suppression bureau while the analysis of communicative behavior
will focus on the communications section of the fire department.

These three sections of the organization will be analyzed within the
framework of the following ideas derived in part from the aforementioned
Drabek study. In other contexts, the statement of these ideas might be seen
or treated as testable hypotheses but it would be misleading to imply they
were used in such fashion in our analysis. Instead these ideas primariiy
guided what we looked for in the data and helped us to organize the material;
in this sense there was no "test" of propositions or even derivations of them
from the data.

1. As the degree of organiational stress increases, the administracive
decision-making process will change. For example, the number of both ox'ficial
and unofficial decisions made could increase. The assumption here is that
decision waking, a crucial aspect of adixinistraticn, cannot proceed in the way
it normally does when an organization ii tunder stress.

As the degree of organtzatiovtal stress incrzeases, organizational
tasks will be handled in a ditferent way. For instance, operational personnel
kay develop a priority of tasks to which they will increasingly limit their
activities as well as those of the group. Here. it to being saot-mad that
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when an or-anization comes under strese, some activities will be seen as more
crucial or important than others and otherwise routine tasks may be disregard-
ed or ignored.

3. As the degree of organizational stress incroases, the ,ormunication
patterns will shift. For example, use might be made of modes of comunication
not usually employed. Being assumed here is that organizations under stress
have to communicate more speedily and efficiently ttan they ordinarily do
dader usual everyday conditions.

Having set forth our conception of organizations, especially Type I or
campler organizations, and certain concepts and ideas which will suidb t.-l
organize our presentation, we tu:n in the next chapter tv a description of
the specific stress situation that faced the Los Angeles Fire Department. j
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NOTES: Chapter I

1. This can be seen in different attempts to conceptualize the term
"disaster." See the discussion, for example, in Allen Barton, Conmuuni.
ties in Disast&? A Sociological Analysis of Collective Stress
Situations (G-rden City, N. Y.: Dotibleday, 1969), pp. 35-54; Charles E.
Fritz, "Disaster," in Contemporary Social Problems: An Introduction to
the Sociology of Deviant Behavior And Social Organization, ed. by Robert
K. Merton and Robert A. Nisbet (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World,
1.961), pp. 65i-694; and Charles P. Loomis, Social Systems: Essays on
Their Persistence and Change (Pri.iceton, N. J.: D. Van Nestiand Company,
1960), pp. 129-167.

2. See E. L. Quarantelli, "Mass Behavior and Governmentai Breakdown in
Major Disasters: Viewpoint of a Researcher," The Police Yearbook 1965
(Washington: International Asrociation of Cniefs of Police, 1965),
p. 107.

3. See Ralph "ruLner, "Collective Behavior," in Handbook of Modern Sociology,
ed. by Robert E. L. Faris (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964), pp. 382-425.

4. The ideas expressed in the next few pages are developed at length in
Russell R. Dynes, Organized Behavior in Disaster: Analysis and Conceptu-
alization, Disaster Research Center Monograph Series (Columbus: Disaster
Research Center, The Ohio State University, 1969).

5. See James D. Thompson 9nd Robert W. Hawkes, "Disaster, Comnun-ty
Organization, and AdmLnistrative Process," in Man and Society in
Disaster, ed. by George W. Baker and Dwight W. Chipman (New York:
Basic Books, 1962), pp. 268-300; William F. Form eti Sigmund Nosow,
Community in Disaster (New York: Harper a,' irothers, 1958); and Harry
E. Moore, Tor~iadoes Over Texas (Aumtin: University of Texas, 1958),
especially pp. 310-317.

6. This particular typ.ilogy waE first set forth In E. L. Quarantelli,
"Organization Under Stress," in Symposiuni on Emergency Operations, ed.by
Robert C. Brictson (Santa Monica: Syst,:m Development Corporation, 1966),
pp. 3-19.

7 For general discussions of complex organiations see Amitai EtziUni,
Modern Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964);
Peter Biau and W. Richard Scott, Formal Organizations (San Francisco:
Chandler, 1962); Theodore Callow, Principles of Organization (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1964); and James D. Thompson, Organizations
in Actio' (New York: McGraw Hill, 1967).
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8. Much of the following discussion is presented in more detail in
J. Eugene Haas, Role Conception and Group Consensus (Columbus: Bureau
of Business Research, The Ohio State University, 1964), pp. 25-31. See
also Thomas E. Drabek, Laboratory Simulation of a Police Cotnunicationjs
System Under Stress, Disaster Research Center Monograph Series (Columbus:
Collage of Administrative Science, The Ohio State University, 1969).

9. For a more detailed description of the concept of interpersonal

structure, see Haas, Role Conception. A somewhat similar notion is
discussed in Tamatsu Shibutani, Society and Personality (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1961), pp. 324-331.

10. See Thomas E. Drabek, J. Eugene Haas, E. L. Quarantelli, and Russell R.
Dynes, "Research in Organizational Stress Theory," to Se published in ths
National Institute of Social and Behavioral Science S',.aposium Studies
Series.

11. Drabek, Laboratory Simulation.
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CHAPTER II

THE STRESS SITUATION

The Los Angeles Fire Department as an organization established by the
community to protect human life and property has to cope daily with a great
many localized emergencies. These emergcncies include burning houses, auto-
mobiles, rubbish piles and major conflagrations. Thus, on an average day
during the dry season when there are 6 great trmay brush firca, the Los Angeles
Fire Department responds to approximately 350 fire-related emergencies. A
numijer of different types of life-&aving activities such as ambulance service
are also a part of the daily nrgsnizational tasks. Consequently, the depart-
ment is accustomed to dealing w-th a wide variety of minor crises and local-
ized emergencies. However, between August 11 and 17 in 1965 this complex
organization was faced with the most extensive 8tress situation it had ever
encountered. This stress grew out of the department's involvement in the
disorders which occurred over approximately 35 square miles of Los Angeles --
but particularly centered in the Whtts area -- at that period of time.

This monograph does not pretend to examine the origins or development of
the disorders, nor does it focus direczly either on the participants or their
behavior. 1 However, the cituation faced by the fire department cannut be
adequately understood without some knowledge of the sequence of events that
unfolded and about how they were perceived by organizational personnel. There-
fore, this chapter will first set forth a brief description of the area where
the disturbance occurred and then present a chronology of events. Some of the
major consequences of the widespread disorders are sat forth in a concluding
section.

The Settirig

The Los Angeles-Long Beach standard metropolitan area includes parts of
both Los Angeles and Orange counties, California. At the time of the 1960
census, the area had a population of 6,742,69b and a total acreage of 4,842
square miles, Los Angeles county had a 1960 population of 6,038,771; 2,479,015
of whom lived within the city limits of Los Angels. In addition to Zhe city
of Los Angeles, there were 87 political subdivisions in the county in 1960.
These had a total population of 3,559,165. Twenty-three of thcse subdivisions
with a total population of 2,479,015 are contiguous to the ciLy of Los Angeles.
The largest of these is Long Beach with a population of 344,168. The distur-
brnces thus occurred in the center of a densely populated area involving many
cmall and large municipalities wi'. a wide range of normal everyday problems
of law and order, and fire preventiotn and control.

Of course, by 1965 all of the cl ted fLgures were higher. However, not
only had the population of the area increased numerically, it had changed
somewhat in composition. As in many American cities of the north and far
wedL, the city of Los Angeles ha6 had a heavy in-migratlon of blacks in recent
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decades. The summary report of the governor's commission on the disturbance
(the McCone Report) 2 , indicates that while the population of Los Angeles County
trebled between 1940 and 1965, the black population increased almost tenfold
during the same pericd, from 75,000 in 1940 to 650,000 in 1965. About half of
the population lives ih. the southcentral part of the city, and especially in
the Watts district directly south of the central busiaess district of Los
Angeles.

A postdisturbance fire-department report describes rather well the nature
of the general area in which the disorders took place, and in which the organi-
zation had to carry out its tasks.

The area contains 32.47 square miles which is approximately 7 percent of
the 463.40 square miles which are within the city limits. . .. Occupan-
cies within the zone range from small single-family dwellings to large
manufacturing plants. Residences in the southern portion of the area
are nearly all one-story structures. Quite a few larger two-story
dwellings are located in the northern part of the district. A consider-
able majority of all dwellings in the area are at least thirty years old.

A number of closelv-grouped two-story, garden-type apartment houses
are located along Main Street and some of the other primary thoroughfares
in the southern portion of the district. Several public housing projects
are situated in the area, chiefly in the community of Watts.

Manufacturing occupancies range in size from small job shops to
great industrial complexes which cover many acres. One of the larger
manufacturing concentrations in the area is the Goodyear Tract, located
near Gage and Central Avenues. Multi-storied structures rise in the
extreme northern part of the zone. This section borders the southern
limits of the central business district with its multitude of hotels,
apartment houses, business firms, and various lofty buildings.

Some of the more prominert landmarks in the riot area are the Sports
Arena, the Coliseum, Wrigley ýield, the Los Angeles County Museum, the
University of Southern California campus, Shrine Auditorium, and the
Orthopedic Hospital. With the exception of Wrigley Field, all of these
structures are at or near to Exposition Park.

Small to large busines!, occupancies lie along the arterial streets.
The principal business district of Watts is centered on 103rd Street to
the east of Comptort Avenue.

The estimated population of the riot zone as of April 1, 1965
represe.L[s approximately 12 percent. of the ',731,000 peop1h in the city
of I.os ng les aý! of that date, Concurrently, the average number of
pc:rsons [r occupied dwoll' ity tinit in the Watts area was 4.1 otomparzd
with all overall Citv :mvetage of 2.
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That portion of the riot zone south of Slauson Avenue is located
primarily within the geographical boundaries of Battalion 13 of the Los
Angeles ('Cty Fire Departmet. The area north of Slauson Avenue, for the
most part, is within the borders of Battalion 8. F~r at least the past
three years, more fi-es have occurred within the confines of Battalion
13 than in any of the other eighteen battalions which cover the balance
of the city. Battalion 8 ranked second ir. the number of fires during
the fiscal year ending on June 30, 1965 and third during the two pre-
ceding yearb.

Through the fiscal year of 1964-65, about twenty percent of all
fires occurring in the City of Lcs Angeles were within the approximate
30 square miles of the combined areas of Battalions 8 and 13. During
this same period, one out of every three falsc alarms, 30 percent of
all incendiary and suspicious fires, 37 percent of all juvenile fires,
and 18 percent of all burn cases occurred within this area of the city. 3

A Chronology oi Events

The data u-ed in the compilation of this chronology have been gathered
from a wide variety of sources including police and fire department records,
newspaper accounts, the aforementioned McCone Report, and other sources in-
dicated in the Appendix.

Wednesday, August 11, !965

On the evening of Wednesday, August 11, 1965, a California highway pa-
trolman arrested a black citizen of southcentral Los Angeles on suspicion of
drunken driving. During thc arrest, the accused, along with his brother who
had been a passenger in the car and his mother who was summoned to the scene,
allegedly resisted the arresting officers, In short order, a number of black
citizens, estimated at more than 1,000 peL..ons, gathered at the scene of the
arrest which was adjacent to the Watts area. Following a series of incidents
between the police and the spectators, the onlookers became overtly hostile
and at 7:40 p.m. stoned the last police car to leave th-': location. The gath-
ering thereupon did not dis.erse; instead, small grouos t.at emerged from it
ranged up azd d(-wn th2 streets of thp area, although ý:hey lid not move more
than a few blocks from the sce,.ie of the arrest. Between d:15 p.m. and 1:00
a.m., roving groups stoned automobiles, pulled motorists from their cars and
beat them. A police commwand post set up in the area was menaced but not at-
tacked, Up to midnight no unusual fire-related activities occurred.

1Thursday. Augusj' 12, 1965

However, fire units called into the area were harassed by hostile bands
on two occasions during the early morning hours of Thursday morning. [he
firsmt such incident occurred at 12141 a.m., the seco-id at 5:36 a.m. In each
case fire apparatui was bombarded with missiles and debris as they responded
to a mob-set auto fire and a routine call in the srf,&.
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On Thursday afternoon a meeting of the Los .ngeles County Human
Relations Commission was held in an auditorium, elever' blocks from the scene
of the initial arrest. It brought together a great many representatives of
neighborhood groups and other black leaders to discuss the problem of the main-
tenance of law and order. During the course of t.ie -eting, however, the tone
and conduct of the meeting shifted to a discussion of the grievances felt by
blacks.

That evening, between 6:45 and 7:15 p.m., spectators gathered at the
scene of the trouble of the night before. In less than an hour a crowd formed
that supposedly numbered 1,003 persons. Firemen starting to com into the
area at 8:52 p.m. to fight fires in overturned cars were shot at and bombarded
with rocks, Around ten o'clock a pumper had to be temporarily abandoned under
a barrage of missiles and random gunfire. At 10:46 p.m. t•h" first dtsturbance-
rc'atpd structural fire (i.e., in a bcilding) occurred. At this locality po-
lice had to hold back hostile spectators as firemen fought the blaze.

Friday, Augustt13- 1965

Shortly before midnight, the perimeter of the disturbance area expanded
as the crowd members moved into several surrounding streets. After midnight,
several other large structural fires were set. Five hundred police officers
were summoned to the area and by using various riot control techniques, in-
cluding fender-to-fender sweeps by police c:ars, i.hey were able to restore a
semblance of order by 4:00 a.m. Shortly after 5:00 a.m., officers were re-
moved from emergency per.metei control since the situation seemed to be under
control.

The tranquility was short-lived, however, and by 8:00 a.m. unruly groups
had gathered again in the commercial section of Watts. By midmorning they
were spreading into previously untouched localities. .leneral looting in the
Watts and adjacent commercial areas became widespread. At 10:50 a.m., the
c'tef of police made a formal request for National Guard assistance. Inas-
mucm as Govecrnor Brown was out of the country, the Lt. Governor was thcr rank-
ing executive officer in the state. He ordered the Guard mobilized at 3:35
p.m. and signed the official proclamation at 5:00 p.m. Although there were
1,336 troops assembled by 6:00 p.m., for various reasong none were deployed
until after 10:00 p.m.

During Friday afternoon, there began a seemingly deliberate burning of
certain kinds of businesses. The disorders and looting spread. By late af-
ternoon, disturbances were being ieported as far as fifty and rixty blocks
north of the original trou;ble spot. Arson efforts increased, spilling east-
ward into county territory and southward into the city of Compton. Because
of lack of adequate police protection, fire units had to be withdrawn from
certain localities until the police could gain scme degree of control over
liostile grou:ps in the streets.

Friday night found the disturbance at its worst. the firnt death oc-
curred bvt-aen 6:O0 and 7:00 p.m. when a black bystander was killed in an ex-
change of gut-fire between police and scme unruly elements. LooLing reached
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its peak that evening. Blaze after blaze broke out until at 1:00 a.m. on
Saturday there were over 100 engine companies and 26 ladder trucks of the Los
Angeles Fire Department fighting fires in the area. Wbile the incidence of
new fires declined somewhat in the southern sector of the disturbance area,
this was more than counterbalanced by an increase in the number of incenaiary
fires in the north.

Saturday, August 14, 1965

By early Saturday morning, police units reinforced by members of the
National Guard moved en masse along the streets in an effort to control
activities and to enable the fire department to fight the many unattended
firese. By 3:00 a.m. on Saturday 3,356 Guardsmen were on duty. (The full
commi•ment of the National Guard was reached by 2:00 p.m. Monday when 13,393
troops were in the area.) The maximum commitment of the Los Angeles Police
Department was 934 officers, while the maximum for the sheriff's office was
719.

In spite of increased law enforcement and National Guard persor'nel, the
area was not under control at any time during the late hours of Friday nighit
and the early hours of Saturday morning. Throughout Saturday the looting and
burning continued in spite of strenuous efforts to control it. Because of
the seriousness o' the situation, the Lt. Governor imposed a curfew on a 46.5
square-mile zone, 32.5 square miles of which was in the city iimits of Los
Angeles and covered all of the Watt; area. The curfew, which went into effect
at 8:00 p.m., made it a crime for unauthorized persons to be on the streets
after this h',ur. Since almost all other organizations had suspended opera-
tions in areas where there were disorders, the only formal groups active in
the curfew zone were the police, ailitary, and fire services.

The curfew had its effects. Saturday night was relatively calm although
a block of stores was burned on one of the main thoroughifares. At that par-
ticular location, fire units had to abandon their efforts three separate times
and withdraw because of sniper fire. A gun battle ensued between law enforce-
ie•'z officers, the NaLion.l Guard, and the snipers, marking •he last major
diaturbance in. the area. After that time, police and rmiilitary domination of
the curfew area was virtually complete ex,.pt for isolated incidents.

Events after ,'iaturda

Governor Frown returned on Saturday night and on Sunday toured Lhe area
which had become quiet althoog:i a few new fires were ignited and some old o".•s
rekindled. By Tuesday the sittu-tion had returned to nea. normalcy and curfew
which had been imposed on the ara was lifted. In all, 3;438 persons had been
arrested. The last 250 Nationil (,,ardsmen were not removed, however, until
August 28, seventeen days after ttie o.Ijirial artest had triggered the
disturbance.

The sequences of activities dlepicted here are, of coturse, after the
event. They thus impl], an order ani & perception of the overall situration
which was not available to the participarts -- including fire eepirtment
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personnel -- at the times they had to act. That is, unlike in our retrospec-
tive account, at any given time during the stress period toe involved parties
not only were limited in thcir perspective regarding what was actually occur-
ring but they were of necessity unaware of what the outcome would be. As
such, the information presented only partly conveys the complexity and ambi-
guity of the, problems that faced fire department personnel at the time of the
disturbance.

Consequences of the Disturbance

There were 34 persons killed as a result of the disordeis. Of this
number 31 were blacks shot by the police or the military, In addition, 1,032
persons were injured. Of this latter number, 90 were Los Angeles policemen,
10 were National Guardsmen, and 136 were firemen. A total of 32 firemen were
wounded directly at the hands of participants in the disorders although only
four received gunshot wounds. There were an additional 22 persons from other
governmental agencies and 773 civilians injured. One hundred and fourteen of
these injuries resulted from gunshut wounds.

Overall property losses were estimated in the McCone Report at about 40
million dollars. More than 600 buiildings were damaged by burning and looting.
Of this number, more than 200 were totally destroyed by fire. Although fire
department officials regarded all of the fires as beiug incendiary in origin,
only 27 arson arrests and 10 arson complaints were filed.

The various fires ignited were not randomly set. No residences were
deliberately burned. Evidence seems to indicate that certain types of business
occupancies were much more apt to be burned than others. For example, there
were 42 food or supermarkets, 32 liquor stores, 25 furniture stores and 23
clothing stores burned and/or looted. This total accounts for approximately
40 percent of .'Il the occupancies damaged, burned and/or looted. Conversely,
certain other types of business establishments such as gasoline service sta-
tions and automobile dealers were. left practically untouched. Likewise,
industrial complexes covering acres of ground were undisturbed.

Fire department apparatus suffered considerable damage. A total of 104
"apparatus underwent either body or mechanical dar ,e, including four set afire
b'v loloto-. cocktails. Equipment likewise was atrained by far above normsl
exten:sive and rapid use. For example. an engine company placed a wagon battery
into operations seven times on one shiJt; another crew on the same covmany used
this eav *vv stream appliance an additional five cints. Nearly half a million
feet or 92.3 miPes of hive lines were laid,

During the disorders between earl; fhursdav morning, August 12. and the
liftinW. of the curfew ,•n lesdav atternoon, August 17, between 2,000 atid 3,000
fire alirtis were received. One thousand of these occuv.•ed between 7:00 a.m.
on Fri dav and " 0 j.,;i. on Satt d','. A nuimber of tiie'se ,ere false alarm . bhut
nevert heless requi red a vt-esponse.



As all the figures above indicate, considerable demands were made on the
fire department. It has already been noted, and will be detailed even more
later, that the height of the disorders, arson, and looting occurred betweea
5:00 p.m. Friday and 7:00 a.m. Saturday. It was during this period, as we
shall see, that the demands placed on the department exceeded its organiza-
tional capabilities. As such, according to the formulation discussed earlier,
it was an organization undergoing stress.

Implied in all of this is the idea that the department, or at least
segments of it, had to change its behavior given the stress situation. Ac-
cordingly, in the next chapter we turn to a description of the structure and
functioning of the Los Angeles fire organization under normal circumstances.
After depicting that, we will be able to examine more systematically what
changer did or did not occur in both the structure Lid the functions of the
department.
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NOTES: Chapter II

1. A scholarly analysis is presenLed in Anthony Oberschall, "The Los
Angeles Riot of August 1965," Social Problems 15 (Winter 1968): 322-341.
A good popularized account of the disturbance is given in Robert Conot,
Rivers of Blood, Years of Darkness (New York: Bantam, 1967).

2. Popularly known as the McCone Report, it is entitled Violence in tin
City -- An End or a Beginning? (los Angeles: Governor's Comiasson on
the Los Angeles Riots, 1965). A sharp criticism of the report, includ-
ing the accuracy of some of its factual date is presented by one bf the
consultants of the commission in Robert Blauner, "Whitewash Over Watts,"
Trans-action 3 (March-April 1966): 3-9, 54.

3. Harold Greenwood, The South-Central Los Angeles Riot Fires (Los Angeles:
Los Angeles City Fire Department, 1965), pp. 4-5.
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CHAPTER III

THE LOS ANGELES FIRE DEPARTMENT: NORMAL OPERATIONS

The st&ted goals of the Los Angeles Fire Department include the
prevention and suppression of fires in the city of Los Angeles. Around these
goals the department has developed a highly complex organizational structure,
meeting, without doubt, the criteria we specified earlier for identifying
such a kind of group. The table of organization of the departmut (fig. 1)
reveals something of its structural complexity.

For the purposes of this monograph, it would be superfluous to attempt
a detailed description of the entire fire department, inasmuch as our primary
foci of analysis are limited almost exclusively to the administration, the
fire suppression, and the communications sections of the organization. It is
not meant to imply that other sections of the department are less important
to the total functioning of this complex group or that they were inactive
during the disturbance. Thir, of course, is not true. What we are suggesting
is that since we are primarily concerned with studying an organization under
stress it is logical to center our attention on those phases of the organi-
zation's activities which have the greatest demands placed upon them.

Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to describe the "'normal" act-
ivities associated with the day-to-day conduct of the department, especially
as they are related to its administration, fire suppression, and communica-
tions ampects. We conclude with an examination of the ramificatiors of the
interpersonal structure of the organizmtion on the group's operation

Administration

A review of the plan of orgenization indicates that the administrative
lines of authority and decision making are cleArly marked. Being it para-
military organizatinn these lines are followed rather :losely, esp.fcially
during everyday operations of the department. The chain of command follows
the ranking of its officers ard men. From top to bottom it is:

Chief Engineer
Deputy Fire Chief
Assistant Fire Chief
Fire Captain
Engi!,.#-r
F i reman

It is difficult to say that one set of behavic-s is adr.in.-strative, and
another operations. and z-,oher comwunications• We are also cognizant of the
fact that every pnh!.lon from chief engireer to firoan carri,'s with it at
least mininin Am.,-.nt if admtnitratite responsibili:y. However, incumbents
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I
in some positions are far more likely than others to initiate and channel
departmental directions and policies throughout the organization. Accordingly,
for purposes of this monograph, the behavior -- especially the decisions --

of the chief engineer arn the deputy fire chiefs, will be treated as primarily
administrative in nature.

The Chief Engineer

The chief engineer is the ranking officer in the department. He achieves
his position as a result of experience and through competitive civil service
examinations.

He is responsible for the conduct of the entire department and serves
as its chief liaison with the fire commission and the public. Most matters
of major importance come to him for consideraticn and final approval. Under
normal conditions he works from the fire headquarters in downtown Los Angeles.
His duties are difficult to outline in that they are so pervasive as to en-
compass almost everything that concerns the department. His personal involve-
ment in any particular situation is almost always measured by its importance.

The Deputy Fire Chief

There are seven deputy fire chiefs in the department: one in staff ad-
ministration; three in fire suppression; and one each in fire prevention, per-
sonnel and facilities, and supply and maintenance. These staff officers,
along with the chief engineer, form the staff cabinet of the department. They
meet weekly to discuss co.mmon concerns covering an extremely wide range of
problems. In addition to a broad range of general responsibilities, the
deputy fire chiefs are charged with certain specialized tasks related to the
conduct of their individual offices and bureaus. They serve important liaison
functions within the department as seen by an analysis of the plan of organ-
ization. These incumbents occupy the positions which serve as the mitrix
between the vertical and horizontal levels of the department. As such, they
serve as the primary links between the administrative and operational phases
of the deoartrient.

The Deputy Chief for Staff Administration

The deputy chief for staff administration is more or less reqponsible
for the day-to-day operations of the fire department and his duties include
the coordination of all its activities nnd programs. As second-in-command he
is closely associated with the chief engineer. In the a1%ense of the latter,
even for one day, he literally occupies the chief's office and assumes all of
his duties.

There is within the department r system of moving up which includes the
filling of every major office at all times. As noted, when the chief engineer
is absent his office is physically occupied and his duties assumed Ly the ad-
ministrative deputy. The latter's office and duties, in turn, are assumed by
the deputy chief of the personnel and facilities bureau. When this occurs,
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the deputy's office 4s occupied by the assistanW fire chief wfic serves as the
executive o'fficer if the personnal and facilities bureau, and so on. In this
manner, there is always 3 fully leýitimaLized incumbent in every office in
the department.

The Depuc', Chiefs for Fire Suppression

The fire suppression Durepu is the largest and most complex one in the
department. (See fig. 2.) The responsibilities of the deputy chiefs are,
for the most part, administrative in nature. Among their routine taska are
incl-,ded such matters as personnel problems, disciplinary procedures, service
on review boards, attendance at semi-official ireetings of the department
inciuding retirement dinners and a host of related activities. As pointed out
earlier, they ser,?e as the chief liaison between the administrative and
operational-logistic levels of the department. Their physical offices are in
the departrwental headquarters building but they maintain a close working
relationship witn the officers and men in the field. They will, for instance,
occaaionally assume the duties of a line chief in the latter's absence.
Usually, however, their tasks are almost entirely adminl.trative and their
gresence at % fire, even a greater alarm fire (one to which a second
assignment is sent), is the exception rather than thi rule.

In additiu., to transmittin2 comurdicatiors from the chief engineer and
the deputy chief for staff administration, the deputy chiefs engage in
extensivE cotmunications with otter bureaus in the department. They also
serve as the intraorganizational liaison3 between the fire department and
these organizations most related to them: Lie police department, civil
defense personnel, the utilities companies, and the mass media outlets. Many
of these formal liaison relatirnshios are reinforced by strong interpersonal
ties as a result of many years of working together with organizational counter-
parts in other agencies.

The Deputy Fire Chief for Personnel and Facilities

The deputy fire chief for personnel and facilities has an extremely
wide range of responsibilities, even under normal conditions. The bureau
cý.ntains tour major sections: fire communications, training, building
services, and personnel services. The deputy's duties include the preparation
and review of P11 building plaus, proposed change&. repairs, and so on. Re is
in charge of the co~mmnications offices and their operation. The preparation
of maps, departnerntai athletic programs, safety progiams, personnel and garage
services, and training procedures are also a part of his responsibility. He
also serves on a large number of extr3orgaiizaticoal advisory committees and
represents the fire department at various -:ivic functions.

The sccpe of this deputy's activities is so intlusive that he rarely
acts in an unoffizial capacity. Unlike the deputy fira chiefs ff.r fire
',uppression, nis dutie. -re qtite civersified and his authority is very perva-
sive. His irnediatE suboýrdinates include an executive officer with the rank
of assistant fire chief and three bartalica. chiefs, one for each of the major
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sections of the bureau. The fourth section, that of personnel services is

supervised by the assistant fire chief and a seni.r personnel analyst.

A very cursory description of the task assignments of the major staff

officers in tne department has been given. Their assignments are sharply

defined within the context of the total department, but somewhat loosely

defined in terms of how the individual performs hiq specific tasks. In spite
of this the department does follow some rather rigidly prescribed patterns for

all incumbents.

First, the entire department is acutely aware of the chain of command.

The paramilitary structure and a tigiitly integrated system of interrelation-

ships makes personnel throughout the department highly sensitive to position

and rank. Orders are almost always transmitted along the chain of :ommand.

On occasions when an officer in the chain of command is bypassed due to his

absence or unavailability, an unofficial norm states that the officer trans-

mitting the order and the one receiving it will make joint efforts of a

sustained nature to clear the order with the bypassed officer as quickly as
possible. Officers involved in mozv-up operations expexLd a great deal of

effort informing ono a±other of existing conditions, and so ot.

Closely related to the transmission of orders along the chain of
conmand is the pattern of intradepertmental communication. The exchange of
information is ex-pected to follow the chain of comnmand much as en order, and
variations from this are exceptions to the rule. Every officer interviewed
stresoed the necessity of keeping one another "filled in" and indicated that
failure to do so re!sulted inevitably in the application of negative sanctions.
This "filling in" is done in two ways. First, there is within the communica-
tions section of the personnel and facilities bureau, a formal system of
notification by which dispatchers automatically call fire officials and
others, such as the police, utilities, news media, etc., at various stages of
an emergency. For example, in the event of any greater alarm fire, the
dispatcher automatically notifies the battalion chief in whose district the

fire is occurring. As the magnitude of the emergency increase&, as more
companies respond, communications officers are responsible for additional
notifications, inciuding the appropriate deputy chief and ultimately the chief

enginrer. B' the same token, the administrative and fire suppression officers
are expected to keep the cor'munications section fully informed of their where-
abouts so as to facilitate the Vrocess ot notification.

In addition to this formal chain of camnunication, the adninistrative
officers expect to be kept aware of significant events of a public relations
nature. For example, if the home of an extremely promrnent person burned, the
chief engineer would expect to be notified. Thia is not because the fire
presented some particular problem for the department, or because such
notification is called for in the formal operating procedures, but because the
chief engineer would be likely to receive inquiries about it and would want to
respond to them without additional briefing. Or if sone fireman were involved
in an incident which might attract wid,,spread news coverage, the chief
enginteer, the deputy chief for staff administration, and the deputy chief for
per3onnel ant facilities would expect to be briefed by the man's captain or
batt•alixn chief -o as to be fullv conversant with the situation.
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The third matter with which the administrative officers are concerned
has already been alluded to, that is, public relations. Since the fire depart-
ment is an organization explicitly created to deal with emergency situations,
especially fires, and because its performance is constantly open to public
observation and eva"uation, it is acutely conscious of its public image. This
consciousness and ccncern is expressed in a great many ways not the least of
which is the employiaent of a staff officer with the rank of battalion chief
who serves as a public relations representative. He works closely with the
public news media and is the official liaison between the department and the
general public,

The conce-n of the administrative officers for good public relations is
passed on to every man in the department;. The operating manual of the com-
munications section includes these instructions.

It is important to give the general public the proper impression of the
Fire Department. The dispatcher who answers the phone by saying, "Fire
Department," represents to the person calling the entire Fire Department
and the services offered.

One of the communications officers said, "In the communications section, I
would say that we are all public relations men, the captain especially. But
anyone that answers the phone in there has tc consider himself a public rela-
tions man."

The fire suppresjCi.l officers and men are also sensitive about their
public image. Great and painstaking care to avoid needless and ezcessive
property damage at fires is a part of the training program. The careful over-
hauling of a fire to insure against rekindles is an expression of pressures
from insurance underwriters but more than that, it is an expression of the
pride taken by officers and men in their work, one result of which is to main-
tain a "good'" public image.

Administration of the department under normal conditions is highly for-
malized and follows the plan of organization, for the most part. To summarize
the overall concerns of the administrators in the department, we can say they
are acutely conscious of the chain of command both as it relates to the trans-
misuion of orders and interdepartmental communications. They are also highly
sensitive to their public image and go to considerable effort to keep it
untarnished by indications of carelessness or irefficiency.

Fire Suppression

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the Los Angeles Fire
Department wias organized primaril'. to fight fires. In a real sense one can
say that the structure of the organization emerges from these functions. We
implied earlier that there are many other activities of the fire department
such as educational programs, athletics, supply and maintenance, and so on;
but fire suppression is the most important one from a functional perspective.
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This is not meant to imply that every bureau or every person in the iepartment
is equally i.nvolved In fire suppression. Obviously cll members of the organi-
zation are not. However, we are stating that fire st pression is the most
importawI single function of the department and because of the nature of this
function, the amount ol goal substitution introduced by individuals and otherS
bureaus is always somewhat limited.

•he fire sunpression units represent most ostensi'bly the enLire depart-
ment. The performance of these units is crittcally evaluaced, not only by
members of the public and by insurance underwriters but by those whose status
and position would be most affected by poor performance, i.e., the administra-
tive staff and line officers.

The importance with which the bureau is viewed can be determined by an
analysis of the plan of organization. The fire suppression bureau is clearly
the most extensively staffed and the most structurally complex of all subunits
in the department. Since it forms the heart of the operationa l -logistical
aspects of the organization, it will be the focals of cur attention as the
operations of the department are considered both under normal and stress
conditions.

The fire suppression bureau is a highly complex system of interrelation-
ships and as such defies simplistic description and analysis. The bureau
contains three major divisions designated by the numbers 1, 2, and 3, Theae
three divisions contain 19 battalions with a total of 1)9 engine companies, 42
ýruck companies, and 24 rescue squads. In addition, there are 10 ieaded
reserve engine comDanies and 9 reserve truck companies. The men and 6quipment
are housed in 109 fire stations located stratagically throughout the city.
The reserve trucks are -ot loaded and adequate equipment is lacking to put
more than three of them into full-scale operation.

The normal apparatus capability of the department is further expanded,
in that they have 14 engine companies that can be split. These companies
have two or more pieces of apparatus normally assigned them. When split and
manv.d, they increase the department's engine company total to 133.

Each of the divisions and their subsections, i.e., the 175 companies and
squads, operate three separate shifts or platoons which are designated by the
letters A, B, and C. There are three complements of officers and men, one for
each platoon. The schedules are arranged so that they work twenty-four hour
shlfts every other d.y for four days. They are then on relief fur four days.
During a 30-day month, each platoon will have worked a total of ten 24-hour
daya3 or a monthly total of 240 hours. (This compares with a 160 hour month
worked by most hourly employees.)

The riagnitude and complexity of the fire suppression bureau can also be
seen by a resume of the officers and men employed. There are three deputy
chiefs, ,ne for each of the three p!Itoons. When the A shift is on duty, the
A d,.puty chief s in charge of the "re suppression bureau, and so on. Their
tasks have been outlined above and are basically administrative in iiature.
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Since there are three divisions, 1, 2, and 3, and because there are
three platoons, A, B, and C, for ea-ch division, there are nine assistant
chiefs in all. That is, division 1 has an assistant chief for its A platoon;
division 2 has an assistant chief for its A platoon; and division 3 has an
assistant chief for its A platoon and so on for B and C. On any given day
there will be three assistant chiefs on duty, in addition to the appropriate
deputy chief.

The assistant chiefs, who are also referred to as division chiefs on
occasion, are in charge of the variot,5 battalions and companies in their
division. Their duties include a great many administrative responsibilities
and they rarely become involved in fire fighting activities, although they are
quartered in various stations throughout the city.

As noted, there are nineteen battalions in the fire suppression bureau
and inasmuch as each battalion has three platoons, or shifts, a total of fifty-
seven hsttalion chiefs are employed. The battalion chiefs maintain their
offices and quarters in one of the station houses in their district, They do
not normally respond to initial alarm fires, but they do respond to ell
greater alarm fires and ý" those where loss of life or serious property damage
is threatened. Each battalion chief has, cn an average, approximately eight
companies and five stations under his jurisdiction.

The fire suppression bureau contains 477 fire captains who function from
area stations placed throighout the city. Their duties include the directing
of fire fighti.ng activitias and, in almosc all inetances they respond wl.th the
first assignment of men ,:nd apparatus. They remain at the scene ot Lhe emer-
gency throughout its du'ation. In the event of a greater alarm fire, the
battalion chief is summ.oned and may assume coimmand of the operation. The
captains are also restonsible for the care and maintenance of quarters and
equipmnt. They conAuct fire suppression drills on a systematic basis, keep
all company records, and requisition needed men, equipment, supplies, and so
on.

At the time of the disturbance there was a total of 627 (agincers in the
service of the fire suppression bureau; approximately 210 for ach platoon.
They are responsible for the driving of fire apparatus and for zertain tasks
associated with its deployment, use, and minor maintenance-

The largest number of personnel employed by the bureau hctd tho rank of
fireman. In August of 1965 there were 2,024 firemen in tie buzi•au, one third
of whom were on duty at a given time. Their ducieb are primarily associated
with fire suppression but in addition the fireman's dvties include drills,
maintenance of quarters and equipment, fire prevention, rescue, and similar
activities.

Altogether, the fire sup rcssion bureau personnel numbers approximately
3,400, one third of whon are on duty at one time. Their respongibilities
range from minor rescues to the combating of major conflagrations. They carry
on extensive training maneuvers and drills, assist in fir' nrevention, are
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responsible for the routine care and maintenance of querters and equipment
and, at the tiministrative levels, are charged with matters related to records,
requisitions, discipline, review boards, and a multiplicitv if other datails
which arise during the daily round of departmental business.

In addition to the large number of men employed, the bureau facilities
and equipment are quite extensive. When one considers that they maintain 109
stations and over 200 pieces of fire and rescue apparatus, not couating fire
boats, tenders, chiefs' cars, and other miscellaneous equipment, one is made
more fully aware of the bureau's size and complexity.

Perhaps this complexity contribute; to the maintenance of the bureau's
organizational boundaries and helps the eroup to continue carrying out its
traditional tasks and continue attempting to achievt its goals (or in more
technical terms, assists in keeping task substitution anid goal displacement at
a minimum).! The bureau is an integral, functioning part of a larger, para-
military organization. As indicated ea-cl.er, It is the window through which
the world views the entire department. If for no other reason than this, it
would tend to be ratiher rigid in the performance of its expected duties. But
we are suggesting something more, for even highly structured, formal organiza-
tions can and do experience significant goal displacement and substitution.

We are suggestinp that the orga'iazational complcOty occasioned by the platoon
system, a system which provides three incumbents for every position, makes the
appearance of new or emergent forms of organizational behavior most difficult.

For example, one battalion chief may feel that the expected method of
fire suppression is inferior to one he has envisaged. If he were the only
incumbent the possibility of altering the standard operating procedures would
be much enhanced. However, since there are two other incumbents occupying his
identical position and fifty-three others with highly similar, if not. exact,
job descriptions, alterations in operating procedures can only come slowly and
always th'rougb depdLtwmertal channels. Hence, inertia created by such organi-
zational cfmplexity and interrelations militates against quick acceptance of
ind..Adual --.novations or easy substitution of traditional ways of carrying
out tasks.

Related to this, of course, is the process of standardizatioL of tadks
necessitated by the bureau's organization and by the demnrids placed on it.
The characteristics of the platoon system, with its multiple Incumbents, pre-
supposes the standardization of procedures without which the efticie•ncy of the
bureau would be jeopardized. Thus, the fire suppression bureau's organization
in mary respects manifests many of the Iharaecreristics of the classic bureau-
cratic Structure. 2

i'he Conm-unications Section

"hle con"tal•cations section of the tire depar'ment is a aubaectlon of the

personnel and facilities bureau. There are three other subtections of the
bureau hut our focus will be on the conmnuv icat ions subsection for reasons to
be specified later.
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The chief officer of U,,• personnel and facilities bureau is a deputy
chief, and, although he is technically in charge of all the various subsections
in this bureau including the communications one, he is rarely involved with
their daily operations. For prartical purposes, the communications section
has a battalion chief as ihs ranking officer whose duties, while primarily
administrative in nature, include the day-to-day supervision of the entire
section. In all, there are forty-five men in the section, including the bat-
talion chief, who work on a twenty-four-hour shift utilizing a three-platoon
system.

There are three communications centers so located as to be strategically
convenient to all areas of the city. They are Coldwater, San Pedro and West-
lake. The Coldwater cente- is located in the northern part of the city and
is particul4•rly Involved with the frequent brush fires of that area. Three
captains and thirty-eight firemen are assigned to this center. The San Pedro
center is situated at the southern tip of the city and is responsible chiefly
for the harbor area. One captain and six firemen are assigned to this center.

Westlake is the largest in size (although not in personnel) of the cen-
ters and is located in the central area of the city. (This area is referred
to as "the metropolitan jurisdiction" by the fire department, inasmuch as it
contains the central business district of Los Angeles and its immediate en-
virons.) Westlake serves as the co,rdinatlng office for the entire communica-
tions section. As such, it c•arries the largest amount of radio, telephone,
and teletype traffic. It is at Westlake u.nat the departmnent houses its prin-
cipal communications services. The center maintains a direct telephone and
telegraph line to every station house in the city, to ie department's main
offices, and to a number of city departments and bureaus, including the police,
water, and power. During daily business hours it receives all incoming depart-
mental calls and in addition serves as the main dispatching facility for the
fire suppreusion bureau. (The four radio frequencies of the department in
August of 1965, one fcr each of the conmmunications centers and one for command-
oneratLrnal purposes, were assigned and controlled by the Westlake center.)
Nirmally, there are four captains and eleven firemen assigned to this center.

Although all three centern experienced more than normal activity during
the disti:rbance, the Coldwater and San Pedro centers were only peripherally
involved. The Westlakc center, on the other hand, served as the conmmunications
and operations center foe the department during the emergency period. As such
it was the coordinatiaig point foe most of the deparý:ment's fire suppression
C.Livities. Therefore, the majority of this description end a~ialysls will be
confined to the activillies at Westlake.

Perhaps the best way to describe the functioning of the c--ter is to
outline its activities on a "normal" working day. L'3,taiiy two captaino and
five dispatchers are on duty. O)ne of these captains is a day captrin; that
is, he works an eight-hour shift and has no co,,nrerpartta in the platoon system,
The day captain is in charge. of the operattcnts of the center hut under normal
conditions rarely occupies himself with its rn-tinp ,Ictivities. his Jities
are usually more admiristratlve and supervisory that operational.
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The shift or platoon .aptain is the officer responsible for the daily
operationu of the center and as such occupies arx important and highly stra-
tegic position in the d-apartment's fire supp:ession activities. The shifts
v-.,lieve one another officially at 8:00 a.m., although the relief procedures
begin arytime after 7:O0 a.m. The captains and dispatchers brief one another
on a great many details dealing with the operations of the department, espe-
cially as they relate to the fire suppression bureau. Among the most impor-
tant items discussed are: the current fire situation, i.e., the number and
location of existing fires and overhauling activities; the condition and
whereabouts of all fire apparatus; the cumpuinies on drill and thus away from
their quarters; a liating of personnel off-duty; and so on. Most of th.s
information, along with a great deal more, %'ill have been placed on a doily
operating calendar prior to the changing of shifts so that there is no infor-
mation gap as a result of platoon changes.

Each morning t~e teletype system which runs from Westlake to all 109
fire stations, is checked, as are all four radio frequencies. The alarm
system which rune into each fire station is also checked five titns in each
twenty-four-hour period to insure its proper functioning, and the direct Jine
telephones which connect the center with all stations are checked twice. If
for any reasoa the staticns are not contacted within ten minutes of the
designated hours, they contact the center by utilizing one of the al.ternate
systems, 'Ience, there is a double check on all communications systems
operating between Weatlake and the other communications centers and between
Westlake and the entire fire suppression network of stations. Once a wuep
the C platoon checks all reserve apparatus to determine if it is being used,
where it is, what iti present condition is, and similar matters. This is
done so that the disapachers will be fully aware of its availability in event
of an emergency.

A great many calls are channeled through the Westlake center from local
fire stations ranging from requests for supplies and apparatus repairs to
fumigation reports and funerals. In additimn, die center maintains close
communications with the various utility and city departments regarding
hydrants, water mains, street closings and repairs, and problems of that kind.
The center is also responsible for the transmission of such information to the
affected fire stations and personnel.

The daily activities of the engine and truck companies ncrmally include
fire prevention and/or trainiog drills. Sirce these activities take many
companie- from their quarters to other areas of the city, it is necessary for
the •estlake ceno.er to rearrange the hot'aing of other companies in order to
insure ade&quate fire cov, rage of the entire city it all times. For example,
if too many compantes from the inncr-city are out of quarters, either because
of drill, fire prevenaVion duties, or engaigement in actual fire fighting, the
Westlake center will move some companies from outlying areas into 3ome• of the
vacant station ihouses so a,, !o insure a minimum of protection for all sec.Lone
of the city. The dispatcher ordering the movP up informs the compeny trans-
ferring quarters of the reasons for the :aove and li-tructs them on its
urgency. Mast move-ur, operstik•ns are performed in a nonemergency fashion,
i.e., they mre made vithout airiens or flasht-g red lights.
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Because of this "moving up" policy, it is extremely important for the

center to keep in radio contact with all companies engaged in dutie' outside
Lheir stations. An effort is made by the center to know the whereabouts of
every piece of fire apparatus in the department at all times, and to this eLd,
all in-service apparatus is expected to remain in communication with the
center. Thus, a great amount of radio communication is maintained between the
various companiea and the center. The center is also kept raiare of the
presence of the department's administrative and line officers. For example, a
battalion chief who responds to a fire, or leaves his quarters for any length
of time for any reason, is required to comnunicate his whereabouts to the
center. In like fashion, the udministrative chiefs will inform the center of
their movements in order to facilitate emergency notifications.

Thus, the communications staff Lt Westlake is kept apprised of the
location of the department's pe jo-inel and apparatus. This facilitates the
coordination of their distribution and allocation in the event of an emmrgency.
The center receives all emergency calls. It dispatches apparatus assignents
varying from a single rescue squad with two or three men, to eighteen pieces
of apparatus with eighty to ninety men for a major tire in the metropolitan
area.

When a call comes into the center an operator receives it. If it
involves an emergency, a slip is completed on which the necessary information
is noted; it is then time-stamped and handed to a dispatcher. The dispatcher
in turn sounds an alarm in the appropriate stations and makes an appar.".us
assignment on the basis of the nature of the emergency, its location, magni-
tude, and similar information. The company or companies responding will
notify the center upon their arrival at the scene and -dill indicate something
of the details of the emergency's nature. If they request additional appara-
tus and personnel, the emergency is automatically regarded as a greater alarm
fire and the battalion chief in whose district the emergency is occurring
will be notified.

The center contains a large map of the city on which the status of the
fire department is kept current. Fires and other emergencies, apoaratua and
personnel placement, and other relsted information is posted in such a Umaner
as to keep the coummunications staff completely aware of the demand capability
of the dep- -tinent. It is with the aid of this map that c.onpany move-ups are
made.

The dispatchers occupy especially cruciai rositions during periods of
high organizational demand. They must keep track of the department's men and
equipment and, although they have the status-map and other aids, ..-ch
information must be retained by memory. This becomes especially complex when
there are changes in shifts, since the on-toming dispatchers must be fully
briefed before assuming their ditties. This sometimes involves a consldcrable
length of time, but delays in shift changes rarely occur.

The Westlake center and its personnel are also crucial in that they
serve as the hub if the departnienL durin-g lrge-qcale emergencies. The duties
of the stAff at the center are outl!ned in the et-ergency operating procedures



of the iepzrcnent. Indcr !-srt pro~cedures, al! depavtmenral zctivities are
coordinated F-om the W~estlake center, including the deployment of ren anid
apparatus and the rnaintenance of ~i' teeparcakental commuznication. The -leputv
chief for personne! Pnd facilities serves as the operations chief under Cr'e
emergency prý.%cedures with hoadquazters at Westlake.

From the precedi-g der'-riptio.: of the communications section and of the
liestlake cen~ter. ic tan be said v~tlzoat eq'xiiocation that they serve extremely
vital functions -iyIin~ ;he fire deparzmnt generally, aod n3oreover that they
are entirely inlispans-ible to t-he fire suppressioa bureau and its emergency
operations.

The Interprsonal. S..ructuive

In the ~s ch~apter of this wornograph it was suggested that a Type I
camplex orpeaniratizn 'is m~intained in part by its normative structure and in
part by its iatezpersoral str-jct-:re. Th1-e iat-,ar L; def:.ned as containing,
"th.ýse expecta-,iork3 which ha-e energed as a result of the types of rel-ition-
ships that have develope.J betiueen persons irdepeicienr of the positions they

Havring epilt almost -~xclusively with thý- normative stricture of the fire
deoartment, or.-x~ato of the interý,ersonal structure is ir. order. FIrst,
it is ueceý"sar~v v; deter.."ie w:hether O= not such, a structure exists and
sezondtly to discever vl~at effect, if s-ýny, it has on the func-noning, of he
departYi-Ant.

The Los A-iSe'es Fire Departm z is an. extremeiv complex organization and
there. is withirn it a great %deal of inter--e- soval br*,aýior. In keeping with
the above, therefore, one ¶'n~dexpect to find an interpersonal struezur,ý
operat~ing in such a mannrer a,ý tý- intl-. -ce the depar me-t's fursztioning. ihis
assumption is at least .-artialle substartieted by :-he data. However, it is

ony2-a-ta~llY subs zon tia:ed, fcr while the existence of an int:,rpersunal
structure ca.L bf P-sily and fully lacum~nted, its influence on the furnctioring
of the departmen nt~t easily -d-ýer-dred.

The str-z.ct--re ^-f tl? -'r;. departtent, Pt 'easit for The s'zcr*K-ns most'
eramined in this S~.udy, appears .-o follzw z general pattern -- the level j,;
authority arnd the nutiber and in'-ensitv of the inter~ersonal relationships vary
in-;er-ely. Part of this might be explz~ned 3s z iunction of ibsolute num'bers.IT'here are unly 7 dep-ity chiefs but mo!e than 2,rD.O firemen. ObvIousl>, tt-a-
possibility for the development ot a cnmplex irnterpersonai structure invzpiving
agreat many persons is limited at the highest levels In zd~iition, a ýiumber

of officers queried indicated that they did not 1jelieve in f:aternlzing ii

the men of lower rank and exVLwesstd the belief that it was detrirental to the
idrninistratior of the 'Iepartment to do so. Sc-,e of them cit'J previous nmili-
tar' experience to Justify or reinforce thc-ir views.

T'here are ot!'tc: salient f.':-.tors whic!-. are instruwortal in t0iis !iffer-
ential pattern ol inzerpersonal relationships. For examp-e, in t'i-e lower
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echelons acng the entineers and firemen, there is a grea-t wv.out of off-duty
interaction. They fist~, hunt, atLenc; bali gaes, 6vin together, and otherwise

* associate with one another. Thja closc associ~ticn i5. fostered by the
departmeat it. a numbet of ways. 'For exampe, it com~ucts a highly deveioped

*ir,:ram.ral spocrs n gram including handball and bowling leagues. Anct~her
Contaributing facto. ý.s the unu~sual li~iing arrantgements of these owirsotmel.
They i,:, sleep, EXnd work to-gether in a way which is conducive to the develop-
=ant of str'qng inter:oersonal ties.

Still another fac~co is the shift procedures which provide fc'ur consecu-
tiý.e cff-duty days three times a =~nth. These relief -criods com irregularly
durin.g the month. That is, they itay core on a TUesday, llednesday, Thursday,
and Friday otte week and on Saturday_ Sunday, X..ir~day, andi Tuesday two weeks
later. UJnder these c~nditiow's it is Iogit~al to ex?ect the men to develop
certain ircerpersora; ties uith the de:)artnen.r and more specifically Mong
mewbers of their particular shift.

By contrast, the highest echelon persor'sel work a reguler five-day,
f&rty-hour week. When they leave the office at thae end of a cay they often
do not see one ano:;{-..r untl' the next morning. Their work scledulea and
living habits are r-&ch w.-re "n.ýrsmal" when vileweed in terms of the general
public. ThuA they are more apt to ie':elcp friendships outside the!. wcrk
srouo and t-o maItntai1n a much wider circle of acquaintances than tie shift
personnel.

The rathet unusual living and working conditions of the lower echelon.
personnel also =akes for the eevelooment oif strong interpersonal ties among
the wives of the -men.. Frequently Lhey shoo together. exchanýýe baby sitting
chores, atzend maovies, and otherwise int~eract with one another. In eddition,
there are a nur-ber of foruial.y organ-'zed social clubs for the wives. rhese
clubs express a wide variLety of interests out all of rtNem have a strong social
and interpersonal base.

As the men are promocted they tend 1-o becocw mor-ý s:;cially isolated,
especially frorn their previo'us pears. incidentally, one of the factors which

-;odes this !social isulation is the existe;.ce of. the wives' cltibs ncted above.
ihe wmen seem to maintain their social A-es long after their husb~rzds have
b~ecome relatively isolated wichir. the organizational structure.

The preceding discussion does nut mdan to imply that there is not a
patte!rn of friendship.3 and animiosities; a set of in--rmal relationships based
on past acqi~aintance, mutual assIgnments, past conflicts, shared experiences,
etc., is operating among the higher echelon. officers. Such a pattern does
exist at all jevcls -..Ithin the dlepartment and on oc~asion it manifests itself
in boti covert and overt r-ays.

For exm~ple, nne of the highest ranking officers in thý? departmnent
during the course of !iis interview indicated that when he waatf~d an estimate
ot" the morale of the men In thie various stations, he would tanlk with a certain
fireman with who-sz he had been a rookie twenty-five years orcviousiy. Another
officer admitted !,hat he qvoidcd passing down orcders zo neof his subordinates



becits,- the% tnd,' :., disgzree c' a _r,.-a, na-. procedural ratters. Rather,
he waited until tfie st-bordinate was off-duty and -- i w~uid transmit the order
to his platoon zoun.erpirt. During the rioti i, . a result of personal ties,
a chief offict --n a burea,. ather than fire supprj.ssion was placed in charge
of one of the roxmat.d posts which had veen established to coordinate the field
activities of r'.e aepartment.

These examples from the data seem to indicate most clearly the prcesece
and operation of an iOterpersonal structur' within the department. At the
same time it must be .oted that :hev stand out because they are exceptions to
the rule. As such they probatlv have a limited influence on the total opera-
tion of the d-epartmeiat borh oncer normal and stress conditions.

This ma7 te due in part to t!e following factors: (1) As noted, the
iepsrtzent has a highly formal, parar-ilitary structure with sharply defined
1-ib tasks for all pabitions. (2, The department has a formM1 document to
guide them during large-scale eme;.gencies. These emergency operating proce-
dures include the reallecatir'. of the depsrtment's resources including its
personnel. Although these procedures were never Zormally declared in force
during the rioting, the depar et- did make the majority of perscnn'l assign-
sents on the ba-ts of them. These procedures tended to negate the possibility
of appointments on the basis of the interpersonal ties alone, inasmuch as most
of the officers in the department have specifically assigned duties during an
emergency period. (3) The department has a clearly outlined chain of command
wiih an extensive recall and move-up systen which is rigorously followed sir-
ing normal operations and which wa, only slightly altered during the rioting.

In conclusion, it must be emphasized aat;. that the data are not sub-
stantial enough tc determine the total impact cf the interpersonal structure
on the department, either in terms of its normal actt.vities or under stress
conditions. Such a structure does exist and it does have an impact on the
total operation of the deparcmenL. AZ the same time, there are a numbcr of
factors inherent in the more formal structure of the organization which seem
to limit this influence.

This then is the sL~ucture of the Los Angeles Fire Department during
normal operations. In the nexL chapter we turn to an examination of its
structure during a far-from-routine situation.
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NO-TS: Chapter III

1. For a discussion of goal displacement see Amitai Etzioni, oder- Organi-

zations (Englavzod Cliffs, N.J.: Prel.Lice-Hall, 1964), especiailly pp. 13-

12.

2. The term "bureaucracy" is uZed here, of course, not in the pejorative

sense, but as it is conceptulized in sociology. For discussions of the

term, 3ee Peter Blau, Bureaucracy in Modern Society (New York: Random

Huusia, 1956); James G. March, ed., Handbook of Organizations (Chicago:

Rand McNally, 1965), especially pp. 142-193, 650-677, 802-337, and 910-971;

and Nicos Mouzelis, Organization arnd Bureaucracy: An Analysis oi Modern

Theories (Chizago: Aldine, 1967).

3. For 3 detailed discussion of this concept see Thomas E. Drabek, Laboratory

Simolatoen of a Police Communications System Under Stress-., Disaster Research

Ceaiter Monograph Series (Columbus: College of Administrative Science,

The Ohlo State University, 1969).



CtVPTER 1V

FIRE DEPARTMENT PRSPONSE TO THE DISTURBANCE

In the previous chapter we ou.tlined in relative detail -he "normal"
operatlons of the Los Angeles Fire Department, especially as they are related
to tie administration, fire suppression, and conmmunications sections. This
chapttr describes the operations of these same three sections of the organi-
zation an it responded to the disorders of August 1965. In order to do this
most effectively, it is helpful Zo divide the disturbarce ond the dcmands it
placed on the fire department as a result of the subsequent fires, iiato three
ptaoes. These, w,.hen viewed longitudinally, form a stress continuum.

The maximum stress expsrienced by the fire department was the result of
a cumulative process; a procesa which culminated in a period when the overall
d•mands made on the department were in excess of its overall organizational
capability. As we shall nee later, however, the three sections of the deoart-
ment did not undergo equivalent dEgrees of stress.

The disorders and the fires began rather "-iuspiciously with the initial
but unusual incidents of Wadnesday evening and Thursday morning, August 11 and
12. They increased in magnitiuce until they became a large-scale, major emer-
gency duning the late hours of Friday and the early hours of Saturday, August
13 and 14. It was during this period that the department experienced its
maximum stress. The demands diminished markedly following the peak tour, which
occurred at 1:00 a.m. on Saturday, August 14. They continued to decrease ir-
regularly throughout the remainder of the day. Sections of the department
began to return to an uneasy normalcy on Sunday and Monday, August 15 and 16
but department operations, especially in the fire suppression bureau ind in
the communications section, were somewhat altered for about a week following
the first events of August 11 and 12.

What is being suggested is that the fire departmert experienced a period
of stress during the disturbance and furthermore that this stress manifested
itself in the form of a continuum with the degree of stress being determined
by the disparity between two major variables: (1) the change in organizational
demands and (2) change in the organization's capability. More succinctly
stated, the demand-stress periods will be divided as follows:

Peri..d One: Increasing Demands -- Incipient Stress; Wednesday, August 11,
9:00 p.m. to Friday, August 13, 5:00 p.m.

Period Two: Maximum Demands -- Maximti Stress; Friday, August 13, 5:00 p.m.
to Saturday, August 14, 7:00 a.m.

Period Three: Decreasing Demands -- Diminishing Stress and Return to Normalcy;
laturday, August 14, 7:00 a.m. to Wednesday, August 18, 7:00 a.m.
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It is reccognized that such a division is somaewhat arbitrarily conceived,
although it can be substancially Justified by graphic representation, (see
figs. 4, 5, 6), and by the data itself.

kdmtnis tra t ion

Period One: Increasing Demands -- Incipient Stress

The administrative chiefs of the department were briefed on the dis-
orders at a regularly scheduled meeting of the fire r.ommission held on Thurs-
day morning, August 12. There had been two incidents involving the fire de-
partment early Thursday: one at 12:41 a.m. and on, at 5:36 a.m. In each
case, fire apparatus was subjected to bombardmenL with rocks an:' uther mie-
siies es they responded to the alarms in southcentral Los Angeles.

The fire commission and the chief officers, independent of but coinci-
dental with the mayor and chief of police, felt that the disturbinces were
probably isolated events and that they would not develop beyond this initial
stage. This assumption allowed the chief engineer of the department to leave
the city, as originally scheduled, w;hich generated a move-up in porition of
departmental personnel. The leputy chief for staff administration became the
acting chief engineer and the deputy chief of the personnel and facilities
bureau becaue the administrative deputy. (The chief engineer returned on
duty on Saturday and assut-d charge of the department at about 9:00 a.m.)

On Thursday night three additional incidents in southcentral Los Angeles
involving the fire department occurred: one at 8:52 p.m., one at 9:00 p.m.,
and another at 9:50 p.m.n In each instance, the responding men &nd epparatus
were subjected to heavy harassrment by some residents ot the area. The fire
department personnel were deluged with bottles, cans, rocks, asphalt pieces
weighing up to five pounds, pieces of iron, and other objects. The wind-
shields on two pieces of apparatus were broken and one firpm.&-i was struck
with a missile which required his being placed off-duty. At the 9:50 pam.
response a dep-rt--•rn• l- pumper was abandoned due to gunfire. it wn recov-
ered later with police assistance.

At the second of these three alarmis, the battalion chief in charge de-
cided not to take apparatus and personnel into the area, without the assur-
ance of adequate police protection. He notified the depitv chief in charge
of the on-duty platoon of this decision. 'he platoon chief then called the
acting chief engineer at his home and advised him of this action. The acting
chief left home at once and arrived at departmental headquarters about 9:00
p.m. He ia-tediately contacted the police department and r,2quested assistance
and protection for fire personnel. He was infonmed that efforts would be
made to provide armed escorts but that the police 4ere being 'eOesieged with
calls fot assistakbe and, therefore, could not guarantee adequate prutection
at all fires.

The acting chief then contacted the platoon comrmander and inftrmed him
of che limited availability of police protection. 'tt about 9:30 p.m,, the
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acting chief and the deputy chief of the fire prevention bureau (who had
voluntarily returned to departmental headquarters) drove to the battalion S
headquarters of the compani':s involved in order to discuss the situation with
the officers in charge. They also inspected the damaged apparatus

At 10:00 p.m. it was decided by fire and pclice officers in the area to
respond to fires in groups ur convoys of several pieces of apparatus. Th,ese
groups, first called task forces and later t,',sk groups, usually were composed
of two engine companies, a truck company, and a battalion chief. The urnits
remained in a close.-kn: t group while at a fire location, aLid left in a body
when operations were completed.

Under normal circumstances, when a greater alarm fire occurs or when the
situation demands several different types of apparatus the proceduie of the
department is to dispatch men and apparatus from several different st-tions.
For example, early Thursday right, apparatus was being sent from three differ-
ent station houses: 57, 64, and 65. These units would approach the fire from
several different locations an& would frequently arrive individually at the
emergency scene. This procedure seemed to encourage the harassment of individ-
ual and isolated compaiiies. It also increased the possibility of accidents as
the streets were crowded with persens and abandoned cars. This mode of reo-
sponse also made it much more difficult for fthe police to provide adequate
escort, since it necessitated a police cruiser for each piece of responding
apparatus.

As a result of the plan agreed on at the 10:00 p.m. consultation, it was
d-cided that the fire apparatus would meet at an arranged location, pick up a
police escort and proceed to the emergency. If the police did not have suf-
ficient manpower and equ.ipment to provide protection, the task force was in-
structed to proceed to the fire without them. If, however, the men were sub-
jected to heavy bombardment, they were to return to their quarters and permit
the fires to burn.

It was at 10:45 p.m. that the first structural (i.e., building) fire was
reported since the disturbances had started. The fire was in a large food
market and was well developed when the responding companies arrived, The fire
was extinguished, although a mob harassed the men continually in spite of the
presence of several police squads.

At about this time the acting chief ordered the dispatchers at Westlake
to make no assignments to automobile fires in the disturbance area, especially
if it appeared that the car was hadly burning and if it was in the street. The
chief also instructed the center to refrain from dispatching equipment to fmall
liquor store fires without sperific instructions to do so. Hence, there was a
period of about five trours on Thursday night and Friday -.mnrning, August 12 and
13, when tb•e departivýent was uct- r(spohiiiny to auconlol'ile _ind small structural
fires.

,nhe acting chief went fr.m the ,, a1io! headquarters in the disturbance
acea to the Westlake cou"nuuicat ions center at about midnight. V-4en he arrived,
he discovered a number of high rankin,., fire personnel, manv of them oif duty,
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who had heard oi the d'fficu.ties and who had voluntarily come to the center
in ordeý:' to discover the true magnitude of the situation.

At that time, he authorized the transfer of men and apparatus from
station 65 to station b4 for the remainder of the night, because the former
station was in the heart 04 the disturbance area and there was considerable
uncertainty regarding its rafety. Later during the disorder, iive additional
stations were vacated for varying periods of time. At least one of these
stations was also used by the National Gu..rd as a rest and staging area and
another by the police as part of its operations center in Watts,

It was late Thursday night that the first connand post was established
at station b4, This station normally serves as the battalion headquarters for
battalion 13 and is located in the southern end of the init.i.al disturbance
zone. The command post was established at station 64 for two reasons: the
station was in the area where the disorders were occurring, and it was large
enough to provide quarters for the men 3ne apparatus from station 15.

The command post concept had been employed by the department en prior
occasions of high organizational demand. Each commanid post is, in effect, a
small fire department complete with its own field officers, personnel, appa-
ratus, and the necessary logistical support, including a mobile communications
unit. Later, during the height of the disturbances and fires, tle activities
of the department were being directed by the administcative officers at West-
lake. They would trans-tit orders via radio and telephone to the field officers
at the command posts, who in turn would supervise the field operations.

Throughout the late hoirs of Thursday and the early hours of Friday the
acting chief, when at the Westlake center, maintained direct contact with the
police department via direct line telephone. On several occasions during
these hc.irs, fire officers in the field radioed the center requesting police
protection. When this occurred, the acting chief would call the police and
request essistance. Since the Westlake center was capable of monitoring all
police conmurnications, :he acting chief wes frequently able to determine
whether his requested aasistance had been dispatched. For example, at about
2:00 a.m. a drive-in restaurant was set afire. When the fire department
responded, its personnel were met with missiles and gun-fire so intense that
they had to retreat. The battalion ,-hief in charge advised the acting chief
that they were withdrawing from the scene. The acting chief then called the
police and requested assistance. Then, by monitoring the poiice- r,¾iio, he
heard that the police were sending several cars to the fire loc;.tiin, at which
point he instructed the fire dispatcher to reassign a full task force. This
tima they were able to reach the fire and extinguish it.

During this interim, between withdrawal and re-entry, the c)nnunicatic.is
center receiied a number of telephone calls asking why the fire department hai
not responded to the fire. This was a pattern which persisted throughout the
entire disturbance. Property owners, mercantile proprietors, and others would
call and ask ývhy the department was neglecting to fight fires, Frequently,
this social pressure seemed to influence the response of the organization,
although the data are not conclusive enough to indicate the exact patterns.
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I
As figure 3 indieatcs, there wab very little fire activity betee. 3:00

a.m. and 10:00 a.m. on Friday. This being the case, the acting cLief left the
Westlake center at about 3:30 a.m. and returned to his home. With the changing
of shifts at 7:00 a.m. on Friday engine comnpany 65, which had spent most of thenight at station 64, returned to its own quarters. At approximately 8:00 a.m.,

the acting chief returned to departmental headquarters, took care of some
necessary paperwork, then drove to the disturbance area to review the damage
caused by the fires of the previous night. He then drove to the battalion
headquarters at station 64 and wert over the procedures to he follo-.d, as
outlined the night before. He fully briefed the oncomina, battalion chief and
his officerp of the :Aituation and suggestee' that they cotitact him before making
any additionil changes of a major ,aature.

The acting chief then talked with the deputy chief in charge of the
on-duty platc-n, which had relieved the B platoon at 7:00 a.m. The platoon
conmnander indicated that he had just called a meeting with the assistant chief
in charge of the division and with the battal.on chiefs in all areas adjacent
to the disturbance zone. At this meeting, the actirg chief reiterated the
orders of the night before, i.e., no two-man companies or squads should respond
to emergencies within the disturbance zone anad furthermore that task forced
should request and secure police protection before responding to emergencies
in the general area of the disorders. The man were advised to be prepared for
missiies, and to respond to emergencies in their hard helmets and goggles so
as to minimize the possibility of injuries from thrown objects and broken
windshield%,.

In addition, the bat alion chiefs were informed to use their own judgment
regarding a withdrawal from the scene in case of vigorous physical attack. It
was decided at this meeting that all task forces, unless etherwise directed,
would respond to emergencies in the disturbance area without the aid of sirens.
This was designed to lessen the bombardment of personnel and apparatus. It
was felt that the sirens tended to announce the arrival of emergency vehicles
which, in turn, seemed to result in larger and more hostile gathering of
spectators

At 10:30 a.m. disorders began again in the neighborhood of station 65
and the men and equipment were trarnsferred to station 64 once again. While
at batralion 13 headquarters, located in station 64, the acting chief was
contacted by personnel at departmental headquarters and informed that a local
political figure h.. made some de rimental remarks about the fire department
on local television. Since the aiting chief was fully cognizant of the situa-
tion referred to, he was cequested to return to readquarters and make a tape
which was to he played over a lotal station. This he did at about 12:00 noon.

Upon returning from lunr'i at 1:00 p.m., the acting chief tuned in the
fire radio and began rn',itoritig tire conmiunications. At about l: e ha heard
one of the baLtail.•n chit.fa -ghtiijg a ' ire in the Watts area indicate that
tiiev were under such heavy attack thit they were withdrawing. The situation
appeared to be worsening. In order to gct a firs(-hand appraisal, the acting
chief returned to battalion 13 headqiarters. Oi-i -he way he not iced two very
large fires abort' twu bl:,cks apart. heie he arrived ol, hattal ion 13
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headquarters, which was still serving as a conuand post, he piined Westlake
and inquired about the availability of additional task forces which could be
sent to these two large fires. One of the companies which had been forced to
leave the area by gunfire had a rear tire shot out and was returning to the
command poest for repairs. An assistant chief from the supply and maintenance
section had provided an emergency escort for the small truck bring'ng the
replacement wheel and tire. Upon arrival, that assistant chief was relievec'
of his supply and maintenance rsponsi'Mlities and assigned, along with a
battalion chief, Lo a six-&ompany task force. They were directed to make
their way back into the area to attack these two large fires, simultaneously,
if pocoible, or one at a time if forced to do so by the actions of the people
in the streets. Before sending this six-company task force to these fires,
the acting chief instructed the officers to change their fire fighting tactics.
This was shortly after 1:40 p.m. on Friday.

The norAal procedure In fighting a fire, as pointed out in te previous
chapter, includes the careful use of water to avoid excessive water damage
end a meticulous overhauling of the structure to inm re against the possibility
of a rekindle caused by undetected sparks, shorted wires, and so on. The
acting chief ineicated that the men should atta.ck the fires with big linr.e
capable of throwing thousands of gallons of water per minute. They were to
"knock the fires down," get out, and not worry about water damage because
fairly extensive looting was being undertaken. It. the ev.2nt of rekindles,
the department would merely return again, kno-.k the fire doom and drown it as
completely as possible. (As it turned out, some structures were ignited as
many as six times during the course of the emergency, thus departmental pro-
cedures directed at the prevention of rekindles would have been time-consuming
and ineffective.) This procedure improvised on Friday afternoon was used
throughout the first two periods if the emergency.

The quesi'ion of self-protection was also discussed at this briefing.
The Los Angeles Fire Derartment had an established policy which prohibited
the use of fire equipment and personnel in "rict" suppression. This policy
was emphasized, particularly as it related to carrying of firearms. Under no
circumstances were the ain to be armed. It was decided, however, that cho

men could use heavy streams of water but only for purposes of self-defense.
Thus, the use of large hoses and heasy streams was designed to knock down and
drown large fires as quickly as possible and also to provide some protection
in case of direct #*.ack.

By 5:00 p.m. on Friday, there were thirty engine companies including
fifteen officers at fires in the area. At 4:45 p.m. the platoon commander
requested a confe-ence with the acting chief, at which time he expressed
concern about the men staying after dark. It was already apparent that the
depirtment was not going to be able to knock down all of the fires then burn-
in% before darkness set in. The acting chief, the platoon commander, and the
divi•ion chief moved into the area which was being burned and, after consul-
tation, decided to pick up most uf their fire lines just before dark. Each
company was to keep one 2j-inch line in operation, with the exception of those
companies using wagon batteries, which need two large lines to supply them.
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Simultaneously, the acting chief sent a liaison officer from the fire
department to the police operations center. The officer selected was normally
assigodi to the arson section of the fire prevention bureau and had worked
closely with police on numerous occasions. Thus, departmencal officiale were
attempting to plan ahead, although they had little information on which to
estimate their future operational needs.

Perio( Tw#o: Maximum Demands -- Maximum Stress

On his arrival at the police operations center, the fire department's
liaison was informed that there were not enough police officers available to
provide protection for ail of the fire units alrcady deployed in the area.
At about 7:00 p.m., several fire companies had to withdraw from the area
because of heavy attack. In the meantime, a number of le.ge fires were ignited
some fifty blocks north of the original disturbances. The department, there-
fore, established a secoif command post at station 22, and an off-duty platoon
commander was recalled and placed in charge of its operations.

It becr'ne obvious to the acting chief about 9:00 p.m. that he would not
be able to supervise in person the field operations of the department from
the command post at battalion 13 headquarters. He was unable, because of the
increased scope and magnitude of the fires, to keep fully informed of the
department's activities and thus decided to free himself of field command. A
battalion chief was placed in charge of the command post at 13, and the acting
chief went to the Westlake center where he felt he could obtain a better over-
all picture of the developing situation.

Earlier in the day, the acting chief had discussed with the deputy chief
of the personnel and facilities bureau the possible necessity of issuing a
recall of off-duty personnel. (Although the department's emergency operating
procedures were not formally in effect, the deputy chief of the personnel ani
facilities bureau had assumed the role of chief operations officer and was
directing much of the nonfield activity of the departmentat this time. The
Westlake center had been activa*-d as the operations center at noon on Friday.)

It was agreed to issue an initial recall of personnel when 40 of the
depart.aeiot's 109 stations were completely empty of men aud apparatus. This
occurred at approximately 8:00 p.m. and the operations chief ordered the first
recall By 9:30 p.m. enough additional personnel were on duty to man the
department's twenty pieces of reserve apparatus. An additional ten companion
were provided by taking certain two-engine companies, dividing them into
single-engine companies, and staffing them with recalled firemen.

The actin chief arrived at the Westlake center about 10:00 p.m. Shortly
thereafter, the chief of the Los Angeles County Fire Department called and
offered assistýce, if needed. His offer was not accepted until 12:35 a.m.
Saturday when the city department requested and received six full companies
from the county to fight fires in ar area along the city-county line.

in the meantime a second recall of departmental personnel was made at
11:00 p.m. on Friday, in order to brlr.R every piece of apo;-atus in the city



up to the scatus of a fully manned company. This wa.* especially important in
that the department was seriously depleted of reserve men and apparatus at
this time. A number of companies had been drawn from the San Pedro jurisdic-
tion for duty in the disturbance area and three of its stations were being
occupied by companies of ,•e Lo•ng Beach Fire Department.

Early Saturday morning, the City of Vernon Fire Department, whic(h had
also volunteered assistance, was requested by the Los Angeles Fire Department
to respond to a blaze just west of Vernon's city limits. This request was
made inasmuch as the Los Angeles department had only one company availabl" in
the whole area at the time. The request was granted and the Vernon department
proceeded to extinguish the fire. This mutual aid was granted by the partici-
pating departments on a volunteer basis, since a formal declaration of local
peril and/or disaster had not yet been made (such a proclamation automatically
activates the mutual aid pacts of the organizaticns involved).

The National Guard, which had been mobilized earlier in the day, entered
the disturbance area at 10:00 p.m. on Friday. By 3:00 d.m. on Saturday, 3,356
of them had reinforced the police sufficiently to permit some minimum control
of the disorder-torn streets. This enabled the department to begin a system-
atic attack on the 40 major fires '!urning at that time.

By 4:30 a.m., the number of new fires began to slacken and the operations
chief, who had been on duty for twenty consecutive hours, returned home for
some rest, in order to return to duty the following night if necessary. The
acting chief returned to his home at 7:30 a.m., after he had briefed the on-
cor~ing platoon commander of the fire situation and of the emergency' procedures
being followed. The return of these and other chief officers to their homes,
along with the changing of shifts in the various stations throughout the city,
marked the end of the period of maximum demand and stress.

Period Three: Decreasing Demands -- Diminishing Streso and Return to Normalcy

The chief engineer of the fire department, who had been out of the city
on Thursday evening and all day Friday, returned to his post on Saturday at
9:00 a.m. Upon arrival, he rolled the acting chief and received a thorough
briefing on the events of the previo,,s hours. The chief engineer chen Attended
a meeting with the mayor, the chie* of police, mnd representative- of the Na-
tional Guard at 10:00 a.m. At this meeting a more or less masts, plan was
devised to cope with the situation in case it escalated te the proportions of
the prior night.

Yollowing the *eeting, a condition of "local peril" was declared by the
mayor. This declaration made mutual aid mandatory on the part of all fir*
departmunte in the reglan. The Los Angeles Fire Departrant had already re-
ceived some assistance on the previous night, but this was, as indicated, on
a voluntary basis. As it turned out, no additional demands were made on any
of the neighboring city fire departments.

It was decided by th• chief enginegr and the operations officer, who
had now returned to duty, to Issue a taird recell of pereonrts. The iecall
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was issued at 1:00 p.m. with the men scheduled tok report for duty at 8:00 p.m.
Saturday. This recall was designed to keep the reserve apparatus and the
split cmpanies fully nwianed througho•5 Saturday night and lunday morning,

Although the disorders, lootira, and burning were not as extansive on
Saturday as on the day before, they continued to present seriour problem to
fire and security personnel. The situation was serious enough to prompt the
acting governor to impose a curfew on a 46.5 square mile area and to declare
a state ot extreme emergency. The declaration of an extrame emergency auto-
matically activated the California Civil Dlefense Fir% and Rescue ?srvice.
On Saturday at 2:35 p.m., the chief engineer requested a fully manned civil
defense heavy rescue unit to oc.cupy one of the city's northernmost staLions
in the San Fernando Valley. The request was granted shortly thereafter. This
was the only request made of the civil defense organization during the is-
turbance since the bulk of thu fire activity nad already passed. (However, a
number of other civil defense units were held in reaadiness, placed on standby
status, or alerted in at least six other counties outside of Los Angeles.)

The number of fires ignited on Saturday night aud early Sunday morning
did not reach the level of chose of the night before, but the men were being
subiected to more gunfire. About 2:30 a.m. on Sunday, the acting chief, who
had relieved the chief enginaer at 10:3C p.m. requested two National Guardsmen
to ride on each piece of apparatus sent into tNe disturbance area. Thf Na-
tional Guard was not able to comply with this zequest. However, because their
responsibilities lessened with the intervention of the military, the police
were able to send a total of thirty-six patrolmen and five sergeants to the
two commmid posts at about 2:45 a.m. Later on Sunday, the National Guard was
strong enough numerically to assign Guardsmen to every piece of responding
apparatus.

The fire activity on Sunday evening was much greater than that of a
normal Sunday night but it did not develop to the degree of the two previous
night&s. It was serious enough, however, to primpt the chief engineer and the
operations chief to remain 3t the Westlake operations !onter until approxi-
mately 11:00 p.m. Shortly after this hour, when it became apparent that there
would not be a repetition of the previous nights, the chief engineer and the
operations chiei returned to their h(.mws. A platoon chief was placed in charge
of the department for the rmm,.inder of the night.

With Lhe changing of shifts at 7:00 s.v. on W.nday, August 16, the
department returned to near normalcy, espe.;ally as far as fts administration
was concerned.

Fire Suppression Operations

In the previous chat.ter it was indicated that the administracive activ-
ikies and the operations of the firv suppression bureau ars highly itLeagrbtl,
even tinder normal conditins. Ouring the emergency they were even more inex-
tricauly intervoven. This InterrelaLionship is apparent from the foregoing
descviption and analysis cf the administrative activities of the department.



Obviously, many of the adinivistrative decisions made during the emergency were
the result of unusual conditions experienced by fire suppression personnel.
In ;jome instancen, administrative decisions were simply legitimizations of
"deviant" fire suppression procedures.

Taking cognizance of this, it was necessary to outline many of the fire
suppression procedures in detail under the description of the administrative
activities litted above. Therefore, this section devoted to Zhe operations
of the fire suppression bureau, will endeavor to examine more minutely the
bureau's altered procedures as well as its logistical problems. Some repeti-
tion is inevitable under such a format but efforts have been made to avoid it,
where possible.

Period One: Increasing Demands -- Incipient Stress

At 9:00 p.m. on Thursday, having already experienced cov3iderable
harassment from a mob during an earlier run, tle battalion chief in charge of
the respor.ne refueed to remain in the area without police protection. He
withdrew hMs companies and permitted three 3utomobil'as which had been set on
fire to burn unattended. This wee, of course, a radical departure from estab-
lished policy -- unusual enough to prompt a phone call by the on-duty platoon
commander to the acting chief at the latter's home.

This was the first time in the history of the fire department that such

a decision was made. It was to become a repeated decision again and again
during the disturbanc.; as firemen were forced by unruly mobs to retreat and
permit a fire to burn. This perhaps more than anything else caused consterna-
tion and frustration on the part of fire personnel. one chief officer said,
"I never thought I wouid see the day wten we would oull away from a fire when
it was still evolving." Another chief -.ad to be ordered from the scene of a
fire a second time when danger to personnel became acute.

It appears in retrospect that the intent of some of the people in the
streets, in their harassment of fire personnel, was mainly aime& at preventing
the extinguishing of fires until they had sufficiently evolved to insure heavy
damage or total loss. While there was a great amount of gunfire, especially
on Saturday night and early Sunday morning, only four firemen were wounded.
Of course, firemen who heard shots all around them as th-•, fought blazes ware
not aware that in most instances they we're being harassed rather than directly
attacked.

One of the most sl;wtlicant changes in LCe department' operating proce-
Jare occurred at approximately 10:00 p m. on Thursday: that of the task force

response. The development of the ta*k force concept resulted from (1) the
danger to men and apparatus, (2) the need for mutual protection in the face
of mob herassment, and (3) inadequate police protection. The task forcc con-
ceot was emplo;,ed throug;iout the emargancy period, although 't wai altered
somewhat slightly when field comand poets were fully established. 'nitially,
where the number of chief officers available for assignmenE was exceeded by
the possible number of task forces, companies were rotated in the groupt anca

the commider had a different assignmert of units from each response. Later,
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the c.Jmposition of the grouping was kept consistent fron one response to
another with the task furce being most frequently identified by the name of
the chief officer in corunarnd.

The department attempted to respond to street box alarms until 12:14
p.m. on Friday, August 13. At that time it became apparent that the over-
whelmir.g majority of street box alarms originating ti the disturbanco area
were false. The decision to suspend answering box calls was made by the
operations chief aad communications staff at the Westlake center.

As noted under the discussion of administrative activities, anothir
radical departure in the department's fire suppression procedures was that
of using heavy streams to knock the fires down, drowning them as quickly as
possible and neglecting overhauling attempts. This procedure was first for-
malized at approximatply 1:30 p.m. on Friday, although some of the fires which
had been extinguished early Friday morning had rot been oxtensively overhauled.
•his method of fighting fires enabled the department to respond tc a great
many more calls than would have been possible following usual proctdures in
that they could extinguish a fire quickly to prevent its spread to another
fire location.

Fire personae! experienced some initial difficulty in fighting fires in
this manner. They had been thoroughly conditioned by intensive training to
use extre#me caution and to guard against accidertal rekindling. Many of the
men and officers underwent a period of personal frustration when forced to
abandon the standard methods so deeply ingrained in them.

Period Two: Maximum Demands -- Maximum Stress

The demands on the depa titent became so widespread early on Friday
evening that several major decisioni ;.elating to field operations were made.

First, there was a recall of off-duty personnel issued at 8:00 p.m., !.i
order to bring the department to Its maximum strength. Every piece of appa-
ratus which would run was manned. This included some equipment in the shops
for minor repairs and new units which had not been completely outfitted, an
additional recall of personnel was made at 11:00 p.m. on Friday to insure
rtbat every piece of apparatus in the department was at fully manned status.

Second, a priortty of response was established. From highest to lowest,
it was as is listed below.

1. Occupancies where a life hazard was believsd to exist were given
maximum priority. A t least once during the disturbance, five per-
sonnel had to cease tzihting a fire in order to rescue looters who
were trepped on the upper floor of a large retail establishment.

2. Large and viluable properties such as supermarkets ani furnirute
stores were assir, ned second priority.
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3. Structures in areas not subjected to prevlouf incendiarism were
given third prio,ity.

4. Structures which had not been previously ignited were assigned the
nert higii•st priority.

5. Isolated structures, especially ones containing small occupancies,
were next.

6. Automobiles were given the next to last minimupt priority.

7. Alarms received for fires in areas made untenable by the rioters
were given minimum priurity.

Third, the fire supprossion bureau had to assume the duties of other
city departments as well as those of some private corporatio.as during the
emergency. For instance, the utility compai.ies would not go into the disturb-
ance area tu disconnect services. On numerous occasions, fire personnel with
inadequate training and equipment had to handle high voltage electric lines,
These lines, downed by actions of the people in the streets and by the numerous
fires, posed a serious threat to fire and other persoanel in the area.

It also became incumbent upon the dopartment during the disorders to
answer emergency requests from within the disturbance area. The city ambu-
lances refused to respond to calls from the area. This necessitated the
deployment of fire department rescue squads to anvper requests for emergency
service, although this was not one of their .ormally accepted functions.
These squaits were accompanied on emergency runs bL an engine company which
offered some protection in case of attack. On one of the nights, during the
height of the Cepartment's activity, squad 22 delivered a baby in the heart
of ;he disturbance zone.

In addition, certain logistical problems not nomally associated with
the department's responsibility were encountered. For example, under normal
procedures associated with large-scale fin,, the private corporation iwhich
providesL he petroleum products for the flvt. department will send a large tank
truck to the scene of the flire from which dapartmental apparatus can replenish
depleted supplies. Because of the disturbance, this corporation would not
send their equipment into the area. This -,cessitated the use of departmental
tank trucks which wore placed at the two command post3,

When apparatus were low on fuel, the, were forced to leave the scene of
a fire and return ; the conmand post for a new supply. (Tuenty-five, hundred
dollars worth of petroleurw products was used by the department during the
per•.od of tha rioting.) The feesing and housing of personnel, including the
police and Guardsmen assisting the fire department, also presented some logis-
tical adjustments which were ut.anticipated. (A total of $8,940 was expended
on food for departmental anM eupporting personnel.) So, in addition to the
increased demands being plactd on the organization by the disturbance and by
the numerous fires, it had to assume certain fur:tions not normally regarded
as legitimate demands on departPental resources.
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On Friheay evening and early Saturd.y morning, there were over 200 fit.,s
burn'ng, including 40 major fires of a second-alarm, nature. At one time on
Saturday morning there were approximately 20 large ntructural fires and an
additional 20 minor fires in autor, sheds, and rekindles, to which the depart-
ment could not respond iut that its apparatus was fully engaged. At this time,
a minimum number of .ompanies were being held in reserve to cover the remaining
93 percent of the city. Worthy of note at this point is that fires and war-
gencies in other parts of the city were about 50 percent below normal. This
unexpected decrease was very instrumeutal in keeping the demand-capability
ratio from becoming totally unbalanced. The reasons for this lessened activity
elsewhere is unclear, although more residents of Los Angeles probably stayed
home that evening than was usual'.y the case at the start of a weekend in this
mettropolitan area.

AV che period of maximum demand, 1:00 a.m. Saturday, the department had
102 engine companies and 26 truck companies in service. The command posts
had 7 eigine companies and no truck companies in reserve. There were, however,
no personnel to man the 7 engines. During this period, the department had 54
engine and 19 truck companies covering that portion of the city not affected
b5 the disorders (fig. 6),

As outlined in detail in the previous chapter, the Los Angeles Fire
Department had an authorized strength in August of 1965 of approximately 3,400
suppression personnel. Tlhey were responsible for manning 109 engine companies
and 42 truck companies. The Los Angeles Fire uepartment had 10 loaded reserve
engine companies and 9 reserve truck companies. It also had 14 engine com-
panieL that could be split; that is, they had more than one piece of apparatus
assigned them. These 14 companies, when split and manned, increased the de-
partment's strength to 133 engine ccmpanies. The maximum truck company
strength was 51, although this figure is misleading in that the department
had equipment foi only 45 truck companies. Thus, by splitting multiple com-
panies and by manning all loaded reserves, the department could theoretically
raise its to,.l number of loaded eagines and trucks to 178.

However, during the period of maximum stress, the department was actually
able to mobilize approximately 1,500 firemen, 157 engine companias and 45 truck
companies. The additional engine companies were formed by splitt!.ng the 14
companies rentioned above and by splitting 24 companies not uxually regarded
as open to such division. 'Mis was made possible, in pert , by the utilization
of multicompanv task forces.

Early on Saturday morning, Ole department had 27 chief officers and 5
sraff oificern engiaged in emergency operations. This accounted! for 32 of the
45 officeri of battilion chief rank or ab#,lve on duty ar the time (figs. 4
and 5).

Period Three: Decreasing: 1ývjnds -- rlhminis',in Stress and ietzrn to Normalcy

Kv Sattird~ty rrnintý_ Au'ýust '44. nxost of t'ce important operational adjust-
-wtis 'nad t~een rn,'de. flro•;ghoit S.aturdav; .Itivit% w sporadic. with the day's
peak Occ,:rr•nv at 3:00 p,, 'hn there were 3S etnlli.e companies on duty in the



Wats aea.OnSaturday nig1bt and early Sunday morning, the nrost pressing
problem was harassment by gunfire. Thls p:obl~m was all but solved with the
assignment of police units anok Guardsmen a. escorts.

Many of the companies which had been operating at coummand posts and
other sattions begen to return to heir owa quarters with the changing of
shifts at 7:1)0 P.m. on Sunday. By Monday at 7:00 a.m. all 6ut a few companies
were !n, their own stations. On Sunday and subsequent dmiys, the firemen were
engaged priumu'rily in dealing with rekindles. It was also on Sunday that fire
personpncl began to return to normal fire fighting proceduras, paying more
attention to overhauling, and to on, than they had been able to in the previous
days.

The governor declared the emergency over on Tuesday, August 17, and the
curfew was lifted. On Wednesday, the fire departument had returned to almost
complete pro-amsrSency operations with the cessation of task force operations
ane' with the reý_uro of all but one of the companies to their own stations.

Ommunications

The commnications section of the fire department, like the fire sup-
pression bureau, experienced a period of unique and heavy damandr~ during the
Loe Angeles disordars. This is understandable since the commuinications section
formn, in a sense, the ceaLral nervous system of the entire organizetion. Its
strategic imuportance has already been outlined in a previous chapter and,
therefore, needs no additional documentation at this time.

Period une: Increasing Demands -IapetSrs

The chfonology of events for the coimmunications section follows a very
similar p3ttern to tht two secti.ons already discussed. Unlike other sec tone
of r~ho departmenit. hcwever, it was cognimant of the initial incidents of tae
disturbance fromt the very beginning. The comunications 3taft knew that the
events of Thursday morping were highly unusual. Nothing happened during the
daylight hours of Thursday, however, to indicate that tViere would be any
repetition of theme incidents and the battalion' chief in charge of the comn-
winicationa office returned to his home at approximately 4:00 p.m.

At 9:30 p.m., he received a call from the captain on duty at Wts-*.laka
informing hl~m of the conditions that were developing. After a brief discus-
sion, the battilicn chief docided to return to the center in order to assist
the 4taff on duty and t~o be available for dccig~ion makinr, of a higher level
than normally necessary. Upon him arrival he roted that there were signs of
excitement and concern #mng the personnel in the center. There were no signs
of disorgSanisstion, but there were definite rnignq that 6a. mrn w~ett involved
In a situation which deviatied from nor-nal operating procedures,

The battalion chief was contacted by the acting chtef at aboý& 0C:00
p.m. and informad of the decision to respond to firise in tas-k force strength.
At about the same time, disaptchers 4oer instructie! to raetain froa sending



apperatus to small, isolated structures and automobile • in the area,
unless specifically instructed by a chief officer to d&, so. During the period
between 9:00 o.m. Thursday and 2:30 -4.m. Friday, the center maintained exten-
sive comirnications with fVeld units who were calling incessantly for p olice
protection. The acting chief arrived at Wesclake at about midnisht and
directed departmental operations from there until he went off duty at about
3:30 a.m,

The activity at the communications center became extensive enough by
10:30 a.m. on Friday to necessitate the day captain's involvemen•k. in the
dispatching of men and apparatus. He began to assist the shift captain by
keeping the status board current and by receiving many incoming telephone
calls. The volume of telephone traffic had picked up considerably by thig
time including a grat many long distance calls from fire officials and others
in distant cities.

It was not long, however, until he was asked by the shift captain to
assume the dispatcher'3 position, since he was extremely well informed on the
availability of departmental apparatus and hi3hly skilled in the rtchanics of
the job. Innediately he began a series of move-ups to keep the city covered
as completely as possible. The day captain remained at tho dispatcher's post
without rolief until about 4:30 p.m., when he was ý-eplaced by the ,ohift
captain.

Period Two: Maximum Demands Haximum Stress

Shortly after 5:00 p.m. on Friday, it became apparent to commnications
officers thae the situation was worsening and that additional coevrunications
personnel w ld be needed. In consultation with the acting chief and with

the operations chief, vho had established the opera6tons office at Westlake
at noon, it was decided to extend the shift of two of the dispatchfrs on duty

and to recall four more. Another communications captain was recalled and Lhe
battalion chief in charge of conmunications romained on duty. At this time
the other two comnunic;tions centers were ak.•o instructed to recall sufficient

personnel in anticipation of increased demands in the ouýlying areas of the
city.

F..v 8:00 p.m. on Friday, !,me Westlake communications center, which under
normal c onditions would have a captain and five dispatchers on duty, had the

follcing personnel actively engager. In the dispatching and coumunicationa
process: eleven dispatchers; three captains; two battalior iAhns, oae in
charge of cominlcaticn* and one it. chArge of .ublic rl-, ions; the operatirs
chief; the a.titvn chief engines, and two fire commissioners; a totai of tvanty-
on' personx. In additi.m thce were numerous other departmental oftic*r$ 4t
the center ior pzrsonal consilt•tior witO the chieC offcers, as well as a
number of visitors includin,4 i fire chief frorr ito•kholm, Swvden.

T1bere were tie*s w,,r -he noise level in the center reached tie pt-int
.t•t those dofng the dhspJ Kad to catll .or silence .n order to vndr-

stand th, voice tr~ngrqgts-p~r. co.-tiny from the field. W1,ile the Lergw nunt'r
ot persons iti the center ..! pr•sen: some spceý and noise prohier-,., .. r, a
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definite advantage to have the chief officers and fire comnmissioners present.
It enabled those making crucial decisions to confer with their superiors con-
csrning dispatching, police protection, and so on.

The day captain assumed the dispatcher's position again around 8:00I p.m. and began to disratch to fires on the basis of the priority system, out-
lined above. Later Friday night and early Saturday morning, he alternated
with the other twc communications captains as the dispatcher in charge of
assignments and move-uý3. An unexpected source of assistance for communica-
tions personnel came from a local television station which was providing its
viewers with live coverage of the disorders and fires. The conmmunications
center had a large television set tuned ir, and personnel were able to get a
better idea of the magnitude of the SiLoation and the location of the fires
than they could have from ground-level observations.

From approximately 9:30 p.m. on Friday until 2:00 a.m. on Saturday, the
coimnieations facilities of the department were in extremely heavy demand.
thiring this period there were fifteen persons receiving calls and dispatching
equipment. In eddItion, the volume of phone calls being tetnsmitted through
the center remained very high, due in part to the second recall which was

boting issued for 11:00 p.m. There were occasions during this period when
there were not enough personnel and equipment availabile to handle all of the
derands being made. Dispatching slips were not being filled opt but rather
the calls were receiv'd by op-,rators who would verbally give the necessary
information to those doing the di.spatching. The dispatcher would decide what
priority the call should receive and would make the assignment accordingly.
In short, the whole coffunicatiJn3 process was being telescoped to include
only thase elements absolutely necessary to the dispatching of apparatus and
the maintenance of field conmnunicatinns.

Chere were frequent occasions during the peak period when there were
fnsufficient phones to handle all of the necessary calls. Another major
problem which emergcd was ttat of maintaining contact with units in the field.
Although there were communications vane at the two command posts, neither was
operated extensively during the emergency. The dispatching was being made by
personnel at Westlike via direct line telephone and radio to the command post
officers. In this manner the staff at Westlake atLempted to keep the location
and status of all apparatus up to date. Efforts to do this were unsuccessful
for two rensons.

First, there was a breakdown of conmrinications bet .en the companies in
i'te field, the commiand posts, and the center as a resilt of limited radio

frequencies and the lack of adequate receiving equipment on fifty-five pieces
of first- line fire apparatu-,. The department normally operited on four radio
foeqmencies: one for each of the cogmntn'cations cer.tars and oip for adminis-
tiAtive imrpcses. ¶', v were using two radio frequencies at this time to keep
in contact with the .^mand posts and field units, and two were neing ,used by
the other communicacJons centers. Had all of the apparatus in ti;: department
beer equipped with four frequencv radios, tho communications center could have
expanded their facillties to 6lleviate some of Che backlog of transmiissions
and sor of the confusion resulting from overloaded frequencies.
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A second communications problem arose from the movement of companies in
the disturbance area without adequate consultation or notification of commiand
post and communications personnel. On occasion certe'n units of a task forco
would leave the Ecene of the one fire without izoorting tneir move to either
the com•mand post or the communications center, joi. units split from other
task forces, and proceed to a new fire, perhaps not e,;:n reported to the West-
lake center. With this unannounced splitting of task forces in the field, it
was impossible for the communication center to maintain an up-to-date status
condition on all units.

Throughout the night of August 13 and the early morning hours of August
14, the communications personnel and facilities were unable to cope adequately
AIth the demands being made on them. Efforts to adjust to these demands were

made in the form of additional personnel and altered dispntching procedures.
But in spite of strenuous efforts to i-etain -, strol of the department's command
posts and field units, the comanications center could not handle the demanda
being made. Its facilities became overloaded and the overall efficieacy of
the response of the department was impaired. One cormnunicarions officer said,
"When the situation took place that the department was thirty or forty fires
behind, it wes not only because we lacked companies to dispatch, but because
uf the slowness of the conmunications process."

This falte ing in operatfons in be better understood when it is realized
that there were approxi.ravtiy 1,000 alarms channeled through the Westlake
center in the twenty-four hour period b,.tween 7:00 a.m. Friday and 7:00 a.m.
Saturday. The majorit', of these calls w•re reported after 5:00 p.m. on Friday.
These 1,000 calls compare with a rourine day when the center handles about 125
emergency 'eports.

Period Thre': Decreasirng Demands -- DimLiishing Stress and Return to Normalcy

During this period the communications staff operated, for the most part,
on the prioriiLy system established on Friday night. Dispatching was still
being done on, a task fcrce basis and the command posts operated until near the
end of the eineigenc., For the fire department this period lasted unti) the
changing of sl ifts on August 18.

Jn Saturday the communications officer in charge had an additional five
telephones installed in the center. He also made prellminary arrangements for
a limited recall of communications personnel and consult.d extensively with
the chief engineer, the operatioas chief, and the officers in charge of the
two command posts. The major problem on Saturday night was that of mob inter-ference, especially in the form ef gunfire. As a result of this, the Westlake
staff was occupied with a great amount of extradepartmental conmiunicationa
notably with the police and National Giard.

By Monday morring the fire situation had retu:rned to near normal Ind the
communications section began to operate on standard priced re,::. On Wednesday
"orning iý oad retucned to complete normalcy and was operating as it had before

thL- di,horders.



It is estimated that the center received approximately 2,500 alarms in

a period of four days. Ae already noted, approximately 1,000 of these were
processed in the twenty-four hour period between 7:00 a.m. Friday the 13th
and 7:00 a.m. Saturday, August 14th. The actual number of alarrm is unknown

bezause of the breakdown of formal record keeping at the communications
center.

Much more could be described about the activities of the fire department
during the emergency period of the disturbance. This would however merely add
details to the general picture already sketched In thia chapter and not present
any nrw elements necessary for understanding the operations of the Los Angeles
Fire Depart.wnt. Accordingly, we turn in the next chapter to the conclusions
that can be drawn from the operations of this organization under sttess.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter draws from the descriptions in the previous pages a summary
of the changes which occurred, as a result of organizational ttress, in the
three sections of the fire department studied. More specificadly, this analyt-
ical summary is made in the light of the definition of organizational stress
initially suggested, i.e,, a state or condition when organizational demands
exceed organizational capabilities. This definition, when expanded, includes
the following possibilities.

First, there may be a change in the nature of the demands made on the
organization. Thia could include both quantitative and qualitative changes
in demands as well as shifts in the order of priority in which they are to be
met. Second, the capability of the organization may be diminished as a result
of certain intraorganizational and/or extraorganizational factors. This might
incliide the loss of personnel, equipment, facilities, and information. Thus,
organizational stress could result from: (1) an increase in the demands made
on the organization, (2) a decrease in organizational capability and/or (3) a
combination of the two.

Our analytical summary, in addition, is made in the light of the guiding
ideas also suggested earlier.

1. As the degree of organizational stress increases, the nature of the
administrative decision-making process will change (e.g., the number
of both the official and unofficial decisions made will increase).

2. As the degree of organizational stress increases, group tasks will
be handled in a way different from normal times (e.g., organizational
incumbents will develop a Priority of tasks to which they will in-
creasingly limiL their ac'.ivittes a:id those of their group).

3. As the degree of organizational stress increa3es, the communication
patterns will shift (e.g., use will be made of modes of comnunication
that will increasingly maximize qpeed and efficiency).

These kinds of organizational changes in behavior are however not
independent of the larger social setting in which they occur. We therefore
conclude this chapter with an examination of the comrunity context in which
the fire department operated. Special attention is given to ectraorganiza-
tional factors insofar as they affected the demands upon and the capabilities
available to the Los Angeles Fire Department.



Adminis trativn

In one definitional sense, the administrative section of the department

never experienced a period of stress. That is, there was never a period when
there were more decisions to be made than there were perkonnel to make them.
There were, however, several significant changes in the decision-maktng process
and in the general administration of the department.

The chirAf administrative officers became personally involved in almost
all of the early decision making related to the activities of tho fire sup-
pression bureau and the comnunications section. This was in l.-ge measure
due to the unique and increased demands being made on the organization. As
the demand-capability ratio of the department became imbalanced, the rate of
administrative decision making increased. There was also an increased amount
of face-to-face decision making and consultation between chief officers, es-
pecially during Times One and Two when the normal operating procedures of the
department were undergoing change. In addition, the extradepartmental admin-
istrative consultations were highly acce'erated, especially during the first
two periods. Police, neighboring fire departments, utility companies, other
city departments and officials, and tAe National Guard officers were contacted
frequently throughout the time of the disorders.

As a result of increasing stress, there was a high degree of latitude
accorded officers in the field. This resulted in a very large number of in-
formal decisions being made which were later either legitimized or rescinded
by administrative chiefs. For example, on Thursday evening when a battalion
chief in the fire suppression bureau, without prior consultation, withdrew
from the scene of a fire and refused to allow fire units to return without
adequate protection, he made a deciaion which was beyond the scope of his
normal authority. Since the conditions precipitating this decision, as well
as the decision itself, were highly unusual, the acting chief of the depart-
ment was notified immediately. After consultation with police and other fire
officers, he fully legitimized and formalized a decision which was ipade by an
unauthorizae officer and which was a radicrl departure from normal policy.

On the other hand, tome other decisions made by officers in the field
were rescinded by higher ranking administratIve personnel. On one occasion,
a&fire officer was seen carrying a hand gun. This was A violation of depart-
mental policy and, although it vas a response to an unusual situation, it was
not regarded as a legitimate response by administrative chiefs. Accordingly,
the officer vas ordered to remove bis weapon, and the basic policy was restated
for the entire organization.

Throughout the disturbance, especially during the early stages when
administrative otffcers were attempting to adjust the department to a rapidly
changing demaod situation, they legi•rmizad a series of interim, non-normal
procedures. However, once these procedures were formally acceptad they becm
the legitimate n.orms for the department as long as they were needed. For
instance, the acting chi-f early Friday morning made a per'sonal visit to the
oncoming battalion chief in charge of fire suppression at one of the most
heavily involved scations. At that time he carefully outlined the procedures
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which had been informally adopted the night before and stated that they ware
to be followed until further notice. He also reicerated the guidelines under
which the battalion was to operate. Thus, what a day earlier would have been
regarded az "xtremely deviant procedure became the accepted norm.

The operation of these interim norms can be illustrated by this example.
When a field officer, under heavy physical attack, had to be ordered a second
time from the scene of a fire, he was reprimanded by a ranking officer. He
also experienced some negative sanctions from his peers, being referred to by
one of them as a "glory hound" and by another in an unflattering tone as "the
hero." N~ormally, of course, to ahandon fighting a fire would constitute about
the worst offense the field officer could have committed.

Very early during the civil disorder the administrative officers in the
department, first informally, then through the legitimization of emergency
procedures, developed a priority system under which the department operated.
While this system was ralated to the response priorities later developed and
formalized by officers at the operations center, it wias not identical. These
sets of priorities dealt with interdepartmental procedures and policies and
not with the department's responsibilities to the general public.

The priorities developed were simple and few. Tht maximum priority was
centered on the physical safety of departmental personnel. Needless and pro-
longed exposure to violente or attack was to be avoidad. This included the
right of personnel to refuse to respond to calls or to withdraw from fires
where disorders presented a serious threat to personal safety.

Related to this was the reaffirmation of the department's policy which
prohibited its involvement in control of rioting or any kind of civ"& listurb-
ance. The adminisZ;zative officers saw the department's irimary function as
being fire prevention and suppression. Prior to the diso.-ders, fire and police
administrators had agreed that control of disturbance is e, sentially a police
problem, and should fires be set during a disturbance, the "ire department
would direct all of its activities to fire control. During the disorders it
was decided that only in !:he defense of fire personnel, and then only as a
very last resort, were streams uf water to be used on unruly or violent
civilians.

The third priority the department informally adopted for its internal
operations was that of preventing needless damage to its apparatus and equip-
ment. Frequently specific organizational personnel would be charged with the
responsibility of supervising the picking 'o of lines, etc., when their
destruction was ,ireatened by mob members. Drivers were expected to follow
avenues and streets where resistance was minimal, not only for the safety of
the men but to avoid apparatuA being subject to physical attack. In spite of
these precautions, it took approximately 1,900 hours of s ,p labor to repair
the damage in flicted on departmental equipment. 0

Another activity engaged in by administrative officers was that of
developing future plans in an effort to estimate possible demands and to pro-
vide for maxinrmirr capabilitv. By 2:00 p.m. Saturdav. the rhief engineer and
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the operations chief had issued a rec 11 for 8:00 p.m. in order to remain at
maximum capability in anticipation of heavy fire activity on Saturday night
and Sunday morning. They also considered the possibility of putting the entire
fire suppression bureau on twelve hour shifts, which would have allevia.ed some
of the problems growin:! cut of the platoon system. The twenty-four hour shift
proved to be tco lufts :,zt.•.,y men; the maximum fatigue level was being reached
after six to eiglit hours of continuous duty. The problems of logistics, espe-
cially those of feeding and housing large numbers of personnel in strange
quarters, would have been ameliorated considerably by twelve hour, rotating
shifts. It was unofficially decided to operate on such a basis, if the fire
activity remained excessive through Sunday night. This, of course, turned
out to be unnecessary.

The activities of the administrative officers in the department returned
to normal before those of the fire suppression bureau and conmunications sec-
tions. Once the basic changes had been made, the top echelon of administrative
officers played ar increasingly less important role in departmental operations.
By Sunday night they had reltLquished operational command of the department to
those norwally in charge, i.e., the deputy chiefs in charge of fire suppression
and their battalion chiefs.

Although the fire department had a rather comprehensive plan for emer-
goncy operations, it was never officially declared in force, The department
utilizad a number of procedures from the plan but these were more or less
informally adopted. The fact that it had been primarily devised for fighting
brush fires seems to have been a major factor in the absence of any attempt
to implement the plan in detail.

Clearly, under the stress of the situation, the nature of the adminis-
trative decision making changed in the Los Angeles Fire Department. Decisions
were made by officials and in ways which were far from routine. The contents
of the decisions were also different from what was usually considered in
normal times.

The Fire Suppression Bureau

The fire suppression bureau, as indicated earlier, constitutes the basic
core of the entire fire department. It is the unit which deals directly with
fires. Because of t: i. the bureau bore the brunt of the heavy demands placed
on the organization during the 1965 disturbances.

Essentially, there were four kinds of demands made on this part of the
department which tended to produce stress. First, civilians harassed per-
sonnel, hindering the carrying out of traditional organizational roles and
necessitating adjustments in this, second, the extremely large number of fires
in a short period of time was far in excess of what the bureau was accustomed
to; third, there were certain new demands made which normally would not be
accepted as legitimate; ani fourth, the bureau's resources were somewhat
diminished by the necessity to vacate severn stations ln the area of greatest
disorders. As mentioned above, the difficulties associated with feeding and
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housing large numbers of personnel in quarters other tmni their own presented

some logistic problems. Being unable to change shifts in one's ý;vn itation

also made coordination more difficult than otherwire would have been th3 case.

Since the department and particularly the bureau had not experienced
these demands in a significant and prolonged manner befpre, it was largely
unprepared for them. As a result, the bureau had to function initially on an

ad hoc basis. It responded to the new demands by adjusting its normal proce-
dures and by attempting to strengthen its capabilities.

One of the adjustments made by the fire suppression bureau was that of
developing a priority system. Some fire situations were defined as being less

worthy of departmental attention than others. It essence, this meant that
some demands were less legitimate than others insofar as commitment of re-
sources was concerned. With this new definition, the bureau endeavored to
keep demands within the realms of capability by reducing the number of demands
it would accept as legitimate.

An effort was also made to 1LIcrease capability by developing abbreviated
fire suppression procedures. Overhauling, ti.e most time consuming of all sup-
pression activities, was discontinued as was the bureau's response to blazos
in certain small structures, automobiles, rekindles, and similar kinds of
situations. This freed personnel and apparatus from extended commnitracnt to
given fires of low priority. The procedure of "knocking down" fires lil- -Vise
increased organizational capability by providing personnel and equipment More
quickly for the extensive and more important fire suppression duties.

In addition, the bureau sought to maintain its organizational " dance
by increasing its capability through the recall of departmental perscinel and
by activating all reserve apparatus. As firenan were recalled, companies were
split and resplit and all normally inactive motor equipmenc was activated and
fully manned. Additional manpower was recalled to bring every company in the
city to fully manned status. The latent capabilities of the organitation were
made manifest.

A third way The b'ireau tried to keep a balance between demand and capa-
bility was by drawing on extraorganizational resources. During the height of
the disorders, the Los Angeles Fire Department requested assistance from at
least three other fire departments. Although this was kept to a minimum, it
was done in an effort to meeL all demands regarded as legitimate.

Still another way in which the bureau and departmnt attempted to main-
tain organizational balance was by refuting to accept all but the most urgent
demands placed on it by extraOrganizational agencies. As noted, it was not
always able ro do this cumplctely; nevertheless, it tried to keep such dema8db
at a minimum and free itself from them as quickly as possible. This it one
of the reasons departmental officers were adamant in their insistence That
the departmn'tit refrain from any "tior" suppression activities. Any move in
such a directior would have tremendously increased the demands on the
orgarizat ion.



Thus, the bureau sought to maintain its equilibrium by: (1) redefining
the demands it ie,ý,arded as legitimate, (2) Increasing its capability both
through abbrevi::'! fire fig~iting procedures as well as through the recall of
personnel and the activation of adOitional &pparatus, (3) drawing on extra-
organizational r,iources, and (4) limiting the number of extraorganizationaldemands accepted.

Obviously, the bureau handled its tasks during the emiergency in a dif-
ferent way from its normal operations. The demands on this section of the
organization were controlled. The capability of thib part of the department
was in a genufne sense increased.

The Commu.nications Section

Within the framework of our defiiltion, the communications section, like
the fire suppression bureau, experienced a number of periods of varying dLrejs.
There were times when the demands being placed on it exceeded its capability,
and there were times its capability had to be adjusted in order tc keep pace
with increased demands. Most of the stress was produced by the t-emendous
increase in demands, by the highly unusual circumstancPs associated with them,
and by a lack of certain facilities.

The Westlake center, which handled approximately 125 emergency alarms
on an average pre-disturbance day, was suddenly confronted with the necessity
of handling over 1,000 alarms in a twenty-four hour period. Telephone, radio,
and teletype communications experienced a similar escalation. Equipment aa
such did not malfunction; the vast majority cf difficulties were of a human
or organizational kind.

CNe of the most difficult problems encountered by the communicationq
section was thLt of keeping track of fire suppression units operating in the
field. During the period of maximum stress, the commuunications section could
not maintain a c%rrent location check ý ; all fire suppression personnel and
apparatus. This was due to the movement of companies without direction from
either Westlake or the command posts as well ac the heavy overload on radio
frequencies which sometimes made cnmmunications impossible.

Extraorgtu*izational cozrmnunica ions were aLso much greater during the
emergency than Phey are during a munial period. Constant contact had to be
maintained with poLice, utility companies, various ce departments, mass
media agancLes, other fi:e organizations, governmental groups, and so on.
Since nost of these communications were via teleplone, there were periods
when there was an inadequate number of Instruments and ozh#'- facilities to
handle al! of the calls. However, additional equipment would have required
more peraonnel and the comiunication center was already -;coded.

Another stress-producing faztor •as the danRer aisociated with the
disturbances in the streets., Eveiy time a task force %As dispatched, there
was the possibility that its men and 4pparatus would be attacked. Because of
this uncertainty a mich greater Offort was made to remain in frequent, if not
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constant, radio conta,;L with all units in the field and with the coumand posts
from which they were operating. Thia resulted in a tremendous increase in the
total volume of communications maintained between the center and field units. V

This increased demand, growing out of concern for the protection of personnel,further overloaded an already burdenedi communicat-ons sysLtm.

The response of connunication3 personnel to this stress was much like
that of the fire suppression bureau. They contitantly sought to adjust the
demand-capability ratio so as to minimize ita stress. This they also did by
reducing the number of demands considered legitimate and by attetpting to
maximize their capabilities.

The comatunications section miado efforts to reduce the demands being I
made on it by discontinuing many of its routine and perfunctory duties. The
checking of alarms systems, consulting with other city departments and utility
companies on matters not related to the civil disorders, and All other activ-
ities not absolutely and immediately necessary for the functioning of the
section and the department were discontinued. As the demands reached their
maximun. levels on Friday night and Saturday morning, the preparation of dis-
patching slips and other record keeping was also discontinued.

The communications se:tion also sought to reduce demands being placed on
it by refusing to involve itself with any alarms from street boxes. Approxi-
mately 90 percent of all street alarms reported in the city of Los Angeles are
false under normal conditions. This percentage was even higher during the
early hours of Friday morning, August 13. As a result, co-maunications per-
sonnel decided officially at 12:15 p.m. on Friday to disregard all street
alarms. This had the effect of reducing the number of demands being made on
the communications section, and on the fire suppression bureau as well.

These efforts to reduce the number of legitimate demands wae tantamount
to the establishment of a priority system. As such, it assisted the comuni-
cations section in maintaining its demand-capability equilibrium. Priorities
had been more explicitly formulated in the other two sections of the depart-
ment, but the consequences for operations were about the same in all ý:asao.

As the comnunications sec:ion was establishing a priozity systim, It
also attempted to increase its response capability. This included the recall-
ing of a large number of personnel who were assigned strategic positiens within
the various centers. At Westlake the allocaticn of tasks was made chiefly on
the basis of authority, experience, and skill. By pl~cirg the most experienced
and skiilful personnel in the vital dispatching roles, an attempt was made to
maximize the efficiency of their operations.

This facilitation was further enhanced by placing men "f relatively high
rank, i.e., captain#, in positions normally occupied by firemen. This place-
ment not only put highly skilled operators in vital positions, which tended
to increase the speed of response, but it minimized delays growing out of the
necessity to legitimate deviant procedures. The captains doing the dispatching
were the men who, under t,srmal conditiins. would legitimate any unusual opera-
tions. If the deviations were ýighly ,musual, the battalion chief of the



communicacions section and other high ranking officers of the department were
readily available for consultation.

Other attempts to increase the capability of the section included the
monitoring of extraorganizational tommunications. The Westlake center moni-
tored police broadcasts continuously in an effort to gain as much information
about the disturbance and fire activity as possible. In addition, an unex-

pected source of assistance came from a local television etation which was
transmitting live aerial pictures of the disorders as seen from their news
helicopter. By utilizing a large television receiver, communi-ations per-
sonnel were able to acquire important information not available from their own
resources.

Following the heavy demands placed on its telephones on Friday night and
Saturday morning, five additional instruments were installed to increase the
section's phone capability. However, this action had its drawbacks. More
phones meant more noise in an already crowded room and a further need to inte-
grate even more quickly information emanating from a variety of sources.

By reducing the number of demands normally regarded as legitimate, by
increasing the capabilities through the recall of personnel, by adding addi-
tional equipment, aid by utilizing extraorganizational resources, the communi-
cations section endeavored to keep its organizational stress to a minimum.
Most of the time it succeeded. At times, however, demands exceeded even aug-
mented capabilities. Shifts in the communication pattern were an inevitable
Outcoms.

The (verpll Ortanizational Response

For purposer of clarity of exposition and to highlight particular points,
the thret. major sections of the fire department have been soparately discussed
in the preceding description and analysis. While such an approach is useful,
it should not obscure the systemic nature of the organization we have been
examining. That is, the uos Angeles Firp Department as a whole is a function-
ing social system with its various bureaus and slections highly interrelated
and interdependent.

This functional interdpc~ntenca was especially noticeable during the
emergency period. Whe. heavy demands affected one section of the department,
there frequently were concommitarnt repercussions on other sections. This is
well illustrated in the multicow.ny task force operations.

For rcaaons indicated carlier. the fire suppression s•tion of the Los
Angeles department moved to a procedtre of sending t-o or more eaigts aot-
panios, a truck, and a chief nffi;er to fires in the Watts area. This not only
made for a better flre-fighting effort bot allowed, as a technical analysi&;
reported1 "better control of fire companicR than with individual company re-
sponse.s'q It, addition, the proced rL reduced the demand on radio-telephone
Plossnuncations since only one unit .n the task force emplocyed its transreceiver.
TJhus, what was initiated for fire-fighting rea|ons had consequences both for
control and co~munication processes.
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It was indicated in the first chapter that the Los Angeles Fire Depart-
mer.t, as a complex group with a conmunity orientation and manifest emergency
resources, was clearly a Type I organization. Its overall response to the j
crisis it faced did rot materially differ from what other studies have 'I--
covered about such kinds of organizations. There was relatively little change
in the pacsonnel used or In the tasks undertaken, but there were varying kinds
of internal structural rearrangements. Thus, compared with regular operations,
administrative decision making, handling of tasks and coimunications patterns
were all altered in significant ways during the emirgetncy period.

Even those sections of the department not directly iavolvet; in the fire
fighting also had to change their normal rc tines. The training section simply
suspended operations. Personnel in supply and maintenance, while not facod
with the demands experienced by the firemen out in the streets, nevertheless
were busier than usual. There is reason tn thinlk that if the emergency had
gone beyond the frur days it did, even more Irastic alterations of operations
among the less involved segments of the department would h3ve had to occur.
While parts of an organization may undergo differcntial stress, to the extent
there is a systemic relationship oetw-en he different elements, ,ll will show
some effects from an overall response to an emergency.

The problems of t.e f1ie department stemmed primarily from increases in
demands upon the orgsnJzi-.ion. There was relatP..ely little loss of capability
in the way oi equinmenri or personnel. While there was a definite decrease in
information flow, ptrticularly in termsa of feedbaek from the field, in itself
this would have created at most a difficulty rather than a problem. The im-
balance in the demand-capability ratio faced by the Los Angeles Fire Departuont
resulted basically from qualitative and quantitative increases in do.antIs
rather than decrease in capabilities.

From an absolute vievooint, the fire department could .. ave been subjected
to far more stress than it was. Many potential demands never manifested them-
selves. For example, there was no fire in any maaLnracturing plant or huge
structure such as the Exposition Hall which even under normal circumstances
would hzve required the attention of very large numbers of man and pieces of
equipment. Firemen did not have to cn.cern themselves with saving lives since
in all, only four residences were destroyed and three were damaged. Further-
more, while fires occurred over a wide geographic area, the disturbance tons
actually covered only 7 percent of the total city 'rea for which the fire
department was responsible. Likewise, while iso' ,ted incidents f disorder-
related arson cases occurred outside the Watts neighborhood, fire calls in the
rest of Lop Angeles fell substantially oelow their normal rate for a four day
period. Also, there n-ver was anv disruption of the water supply, Finally,
the,-v was relatively little wind to fAn fihm#s And carry emhers, as could be
-en in television ilms which show coiunus of smoke going straight up skyward
fro- - e many fires.

;7spil, tOlc relativv" rature of the dem.4nds upoi I.t, !he fire deparrmmnt,
is we have shuwn. had difficulties and problems. Il atttvnptvd to deal with
the sttuation hv decreasing t'e demands an-, or increasing its capabilities.
i•ut the ltrtcrnal cnnees innstitkted bv Oh@ deptrtrwrt were nnt enot:,ch to



prevent it from undergoing stress. No organization operates in a vacuum and
the Los Angeles Fire Oepartment was no exception to this condition.

The Extracrganizational and Communit Setting

Not only does the fire department operate ap a functioning system, but
it is related to the wider community aiud depends on this larger social system
not only for the legitimation of its activities, but also for support in
Attaining its primary stated goals. To a considerable extent this greater
system is made up of other irganizations. In this particular case, this means
.ther Type I organizations but especially police and fire departments.

Fire department personnel were nearly unanimous in agreeing that they
could have successfully suppressed all major fires in a near nor.atl fashion
had the, not been subjected to mob harassment and/or had they received adequate
proteccion from law enforcement agencies. They pointed out that it was Lhe
physical attack upon their operational personnel which precipitated the deci-
sion ta "let it burn." Thoy felt that it was the harassment in the streets
which led fire officials to change their fire suppression procedurei and to
develop the oparacional priorities es a result of which come fires went
unattended.

In support of these contentions, it appears from our analysis of the

data that the fire department was largely influenced in terms of its demand-
capability ratio by its ext--aorganizational relationships. For instance, had
the police department been able to pre.vide sufficient protection for fire
units many of the changes made v.ould have been unnecessary. (It should be
noted that fire departuent personnel were not at all critical of policemen on
this matter; In fact, many firt officials recognized the extremely difficult
control situation in which the police department was involved, and expressed
sympathy for the law enfoucement agency.)

Moreover, if .he disorders and fires had been confined exclusively to
the city of Los Angeles, the city fire department would have been dJle to
request mutual aid mote freely. As it was, city fire officials hesitated tc

request assistance from neighboring fire-fighting groups becaus_. the latter
were -itber heavily involved with fire activity or, were anticipiting su:h
Involvement. For instance, the Los Angeles County Fire Departmtnt is the sixth
largest in the United States in manpower ar.d the third largest in pieces of
Vq',4pont. However, it too was very heavily involved in the situation since
its rone of responsibility encompassed about one-fourth of the area - which
disorders and fires occurred. Depar,ýmenta In other amnicipalities, the fi:e
equi•,,ent and personnel ot the California Disaster Office, the Callr%,nia
Division of Forestry, and the Inited States Forest Service weri all on a
stand-by basib so the Los Angeles department was reluctant to Invoke large-
&cale help from them as would have readily been done in other circumptnnces.

Also, the fire dipartment was never able to coordit.ate itz actLvities
fully with those of other organizations heavily involved in the situation.
ine reason was that no overall emergency opera'ing center was ever f•tablished.



although one at the Los Angeles Police Department assumed this function in a

very limited way. A consequence was that each emergency organization had its

own command and control center although most of them did have varying kinds

of communication links with one another. If there had been one coordinating
center, the Los Angeles Fire Department would probably have been able o

utiliz3 its manpower and equipment more effectively. For example, there might

have beer greater di"ect and immediate knowledge about what specific areas tha

police had under control and those in which their authority was in doubt. At

times fire personnel were attempting to operate in areas from which the police
had withdrawn, and vice veraa.

In retrospect it also appears that the disorders, fires, and looting
were not brought under control until the resources of the wider convr,*,iy
system, that is, the state governnant, were made available. It was not until

the National Guard was mobilized and deployed in large numbers that the stress

on the police department was aileviated sufficicntly to permit them to protect
fire department personnel. Once this protection was provided, fire units were
able to suppress the fires more effectively and in a moie normal fashion.

F;.om this it seems that: (I) the activities of various subsystems of
a metropolitan community, i.e., fire and police departments, etc., are hi3hly
interdependent and interrelated, (2) when conditions in the community are such
that they produce stress in one subsystem, they produce stress in other sib-
systems as well, and (3) the stress in such a community and its various sub-
systems is reduced !#hen either the stress-producing agents are eliminated or
when the capability of the cormnunity and its subsystems is expanded by the
utilization of extraconmunity resources.

This analysis brings us full circle to many of the considerations set
forth in the first chapter. It was suggested that communities can be seen as
systeras of problem-solving organizations. Moreover, as subsystems within the
community system, the various organizations were viewed as being highly inter-
related and interdependent. Each in a sense is part of the context in which
the others operate. To the extent that a key emergency organization is unable
to fulfill its allocated or expecteu task, It sets limits on the possibilities
of others achieving theirs. Thus, the Los Angeles Fire Department was not
able to fight fires in the usual way as long as the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment was not able to control the streets.

The events qnd circumstances surrounding the disorders and disturbances
in Los Angeles were of such a nature that few private citizens in the city
became involved in the community's response. Rather, the response was made
almost entirely by those organizations with a community orientation an! with
emeikgency resources. Even the National Guard can be scen ds an extensivn of
the problem-solving structure of the metropolitan area. Certainly, in this
case, it had a conmmunltv orientation and, in addition, iý brought badly needed
resources to bear on a crisis situation. Ir essence, the ci,il disorders
produced extremely heavv demands on those cominnity organizations which were
responsible for the m.ainitena:nce ol public order and the protection of life and
propert v. iThts, it was primarily the police and fire drartmerts whlich were
called upon to meet this cotuminimnj' crisis.
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In most natural disasters, these also are the two major kinds of organ-
izations that inevitably get involved. However, in those types of community
emergencies there is a general consensus about dealing with the crisis. A
civil disorder sit.uacion, on the other hand, is a dissensus situation. In the
insrance of the disturbances in Los Angeles md particularly around Watts, the
emergency organizations themselves were perceived as being one of the parties
in the conflict. It is true that fire departmnnt personnel were not the
direct object of hostility in the same way as policemen were, but nevertheless
they were defined as being part of the conflicting groups.

The larger community context, be it dissensus or consensus, affects the
overall organizational response in any crisis. The activities of any particu-
lar organization in turn are influenced by the overall organizational response.
Given the dissensus situation in Lop Angeles with its effects on the function-
ing of such agencies as the police, in turn affecting the carrying out of fire
department tasks, it was almost inevitable that the latter organization could
not fully protect the community from fires but for a time instead had to "let
it burn."
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NOTES: Chapter V

1. Hilton Jarrett, Fire Data from the Watts Riot: Result4 of PrelimiErX
Analysis and Evaluation (Santa Monica: System Development Corporation,
1966), p. 18.
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APPENDIX

A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE

The preceding analysis was generally based on interviews obtained by
DRC staff members in three different trips to Los Angeles. The first field
team initiated its study on Sunday, August 15, while there was still an emer-
gency although the shooting and fires had diminished considerably. In all, a
total of sixty-one interviews were recorded on tape, a great majority of them
in response to a lengthy questionnaire focusing on sucn L.atters as task assign-
ments, lines of authority, communication patterns and decision making. The
bulk of the interviews were conducted with very heavily involved members of
the fire suppression bureau and the communications section of the Los Angeles
Fire Department. While particular units or shifts were selected for study,
all men within those groups or categories were interviewed. In addition,
information was obtained from a cross section of administrative personnel in-
cluding officials at the highest echelons in the department.

In the analysis use was also made of data contained in the following
publications.

1. Marvin Adelson, Observations on Emergency Operations in a
Civil Disorder (Santa Monica: System Development Corporation,
1966).

2. Charles W. Bahme, "The Wacts Fires and Their Lessons,' Fire
Journal (1966): 10-14.

3. Robert Blauner, "Whitewash Over Watts," Trans-action 3 (March-
April 1966): 3-9, 54.

4. Jerry Cohen and William S. Murphy, Burn Baby Burnl The Los
Angeles Race Riot. August 1965 (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1966).
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